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Abstract 
 

Fundamental limitations associated with scaling and modern von Neumann computing 

architectures illustrates the need for emerging memory solutions in the semiconductor industry. 

One such promising non-volatile memory (NVM) solution is resistive random access memory 

(RRAM), which is seen as a potential candidate that can meet the performance needs of DRAM 

and the density of NAND Flash in terms of scalability, reliability and switching performance. 

However, reliable operation of RRAM devices requires further development to remedy device- 

to-device and cycle-to-cycle uniformity variation, increase the conductance window, and to 

improve retention, yield and endurance properties. This research work primarily focuses on 

improving RRAM performance metrics through optimization of processing conditions and 

programming algorithms for CMOS-integrated nanoscale HfO2 RRAM devices on a full scale 

300mm wafer platform. It was observed that tuning of ALD parameters during RRAM 

switching layer HfO2 deposition had a significant impact on device switching performance. An 

excellent memory window of >30 with switching yield ~90%, along with low cycle-to-cycle 

(σ <0.5) and cell-to-cell variability (σ <0.4) were achieved for tested 1 Transistor 1 RRAM 

(1T1R) cells across full 300mm wafers. The devices demonstrated excellent endurance (>1010 

switching cycles) and data retention performance at elevated temperature (105 s at 373K). The 

fabricated RRAM cells were also optimized for multi-level-cell switching behavior and ~10 

distinct resistance levels were obtained through a combined current- and voltage-control based 

programming approach. An incremental pulse write technique combined with read verification 

algorithm enabled accurate resistance states programming within a large resistance window 

along with linear and symmetric potentiation-depression characteristics yielding superior 

analog synaptic functionality of fabricated RRAM devices. In addition to RRAM devices, 
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hafnium zirconium oxide (HZO) based nanoscale ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ) devices 

were successfully implemented on a 300 mm wafer platform. Current measurement, as a 

function of voltage for both up and down polarization states, yielded a tunneling 

electroresistance (TER) ratio of ~5 and switching endurance up to 106 cycles in TiN/ Al2O3/ 

Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/ TiN FTJ devices distributed across full 300 mm wafer. Investigation of current 

transport mechanisms showed that the conduction in these FTJ devices is dominated by direct 

tunneling (DT) at low electric field and by Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling at high electric 

field. The realization of CMOS-compatible nanoscale RRAM and FTJ devices on 300mm 

wafers demonstrates the promising potential of these devices in large scale high-yield NVM 

manufacturing for high performance embedded memory and mass data storage applications. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 

1.1. Introduction to emerging non-volatile memory technologies 
 

Any electronic information processing system would require semiconductor memory 

technology for temporary and permanent data storage. For past several years CMOS based 

memory devices such as, SRAM, DRAM, Flash memory have been used for this data storage 

purpose. In general, memory technology is divided into two groups based on power required 

to retain its stored data. One needs constant power supply to retain stored data, known as 

volatile memory. On the other hand, non-volatile memories retain the stored information 

without any external power source. Two most commonly used volatile memories are static 

random access memory (SRAM) and dynamic random access memory (DRAM). SRAM cells 

provide fastest operation speed (~1 ns) among all memories, but the cost per bit is largest due 

to its six-transistor based large footprint cell design which hinders high density 

implementation. Hence, SRAM cells are mostly used as cache memory, embedded in 

processing unit where latency is critical [1]. DRAM is built in 1-transistor 1-capacitor (1T1C) 

configuration and can be integrated in high capacity and density due to smaller cell area. 

However, to prevent data loss due to leaky capacitor, the data stored in DRAM memory cell 

needs to be dynamically refreshed every few milliseconds. Nevertheless, due to DRAM’s large 

capacity (tens of gigabytes), fast access time (~10 ns) and high endurance (~1016), stand-alone 

DRAM chips are used as main working memory in today’s computers [2]. In contrast to SRAM 

and DRAM which are volatile memories, flash memory is non-volatile and currently holds 

biggest share in semiconductor memory industry [3]. Depending on organization of memory 

cells flash memory can be classified in two categories: NOR flash and NAND flash. In NOR 

flash, the memory cells are connected in parallel to bit lines whereas, the cells are connected 
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in series with bit lines in NAND flash. This series connection enables NAND flash to consume 

less area compared to NOR flash, making it more cost-effective NVM technology. Flash 

memory cells can be packed in ultra-high capacity and density with commercial NAND flash 

product chips are available in hundreds of gigabytes density, making them ideal for low-cost 

mass storage applications such as SSDs, tablets, and USB drives [4]. However, flash 

technology has its limitations such as low read/write operation speed (in ms), high 

programming voltage (> 8 V), limited endurance cycles (~106) [5]. Moreover, all the 

mentioned CMOS based memory devices i.e., SRAM, DRAM and Flash, work on the principle 

of charge storage and with continued scaling beyond 10 nm, all these charge-storage based 

memory technologies face severe reliability issues with loss of stored charge [6]. Therefore, 

with these existing baseline memories, new technology is the need of the time which aims to 

integrate fast operation speed of SRAM, storage density/endurance of DRAM, and cost- 

effectiveness/non-volatility of flash memory. With that aim, various emerging non-volatile 

memory technologies with novel materials, architectures, operation principles are currently 

undergoing research and development. Most of these emerging memory technologies work on 

the principle of changing resistance under input stimuli by various mechanisms and hence, is 

not limited by loss of stored charge at nanoscale [7]. Some of these most promising NVM 

technologies are: phase change memory (PCM), spin-torque transfer resistive random access 

memory (STT-RAM), ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) and ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJ), 

and resistive random access memory (RRAM). A brief review of structure, operating 

principles, prospects, and challenges of these mentioned memory technologies is presented in 

this chapter. 
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1.1.1. Phase change memory (PCM) 
 

Phase change memory (PCM), also known as Phase change random access memory (PCRAM) 

and chalcogenide RAM (CRAM), is a type of non-volatile memory whose structure is based 

on chalcogenide glass material [8]. Most common chalcogenide material used as switching 

medium for PCM devices is an alloy of germanium, antimony, and tellurium (GeSbTe or GST) 

[9]. The basic structure of a PCM device is shown in Figure 1-1. For data storage, two different 

phases of the GST material are used i.e., crystalline, and amorphous. The crystalline phase 

refers to high conductance or ON state of the device whereas OFF state or low conductance 

state is denoted by the amorphous phase. The basic mechanism which enables switching 

between these two phases and consequently, ON and OFF state of memory device, is based on 

the principle of joule heating [10]. Due to high temperature processing during fabrication of 

PCM device, the memory cell is in crystalline phase with low resistance state (LRS) [11]. To 

change the cell state into amorphous phase/ OFF state, an electrical current 
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Figure 1-1: Cross-sectional schematic of basic PCM cell structure with GeSbTe as phase change 

material. Current crowding at the contact of heater region and phase change material (GST) creates 

the active programable region in PCM cell. 
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pulse with very large amplitude but short pulse width is applied and then abruptly cut-off, 

which causes melting of phase change material due to joule heating followed by rapid 

quenching of material to room temperature [12]. This results in PCM material (GeSbTe) losing 

its crystallinity and converting into amorphous phase which represents high resistance state 

(HRS) of memory cell. To SET the memory cell back to ON state, a voltage pulse with low 

amplitude but long pulse width is applied which slowly recrystallizes the material, reverting 

PCM cell back to LRS. The read operation is conducted at a much lower current level with 

less heating. The LRS and HRS represent logic “1” and “0” states, respectively. 

Typically, a PCM device is faster, has relatively lower operating voltage and better 

endurance properties than NAND flash memory technology [13]. It has shown to demonstrate 

superior switching performance with operating speed of ~100 ns and cycling endurance of 

more than 109 cycles [14]. However, significant research is currently ongoing to reduce 

extensive write latency, optimize power efficiency, reduce large RESET current and switching 

power of PCM device [15]. In addition, thermal coupling between adjacent PCM cells also 

limit the scaling potential of this memory device [16]. Hence, these fundamental challenges 

need to be addressed first before large scale industrial implementation of PCM devices as 

potential replacements of NAND flash memory. 

 
1.1.2. Spin-transfer-torque random access memory (STTRAM) 

 
Spin-transfer-torque RAM (STTRAM) is a type of magnetic random access memory 

(MRAM), which uses spin transfer torque effect to enable magnetic switching in memory cell 

[17]. STTRAM basic cell structure is based on magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), which consists 

of two ferromagnetic layers separated by an ultra-thin (~1-2 nm) insulating tunnel dielectric 

layer [18], shown in Figure 1-2. Out of two ferromagnetic layers, magnetic orientation of one 
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of basic STTRAM cell structure with tunnel oxide layer MgO sandwiched 

between reference and free ferromagnetic layers. Parallel magnetic orientation of both 

ferromagnetic layer sets the device in Low resistance state (LRS) and anti-parallel alignment 

switches the device to high resistance state. 
 

layer is fixed which is known reference layer. The magnetic orientation of the other 

ferromagnetic layer can be altered with application of spin polarized current [19]. When the 

magnetic orientations of both ferromagnetic layers are in parallel direction to each other, the 

MTJ device is set to be in low resistance state (LRS). Conversely, anti-parallel magnetic 

alignment switches the MJT cell into high resistance state (HRS), as illustrated in Figure 1-2. 

Typically, magnesium oxide (MgO) is used as the tunnel oxide barrier in STTRAM cell [20]. 

STTRAM has demonstrated excellent switching endurance (>1012 cycles) property 

which is highest in NVM family. The write speed in these memory cells are typically less than 

10 ns, making them faster than NAND flash or PCM technology [21]. Although fast write/read 

speed, excellent endurance and data retention, low programming voltage operation make 

STTRAM a very captivating NVM technology, it still faces some critical challenges. The 

on/off resistance ratio, also known as tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio, in a STTRAM 
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cell is typically small and is extremely sensitive to increasing cell variability with scaling [22]. 

In addition, energy barrier for spontaneous magnetic relaxation tends to decrease with scaling 

causing high error rates [23]. Other critical challenges include device scaling without impact 

on thermal stability and data retention, high sensitivity to process variations [24] etc. Ongoing 

research tend to address these critical issues before adoption of STTRAM technology in 

embedded NVM and mass data storage applications. 

 
1.1.3. Ferroelectric random access memory (FRAM) and ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ) 

The FRAM is a type of nonvolatile memory having significant resemblance with dynamic 

random access memory (DRAM) in its structure and functionality. The basic FRAM design is 

based on 1- transistor 1- capacitor (1T1C) structure [25]. Unlike DRAM which uses a dielectric 

layer as the insulator in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) based capacitor structure, in FRAM, the 

capacitor dielectric is replaced with a ferroelectric layer. A schematic of simple FRAM 

structure is shown in Figure 1-3. The ferroelectric material can be spontaneously polarized 

with a certain orientation (either in up or down direction) under the application of electric field 

and the polarization orientation can be reversed when the opposite polarity of electric field is 

applied. These two polarization states of two different orientations can be harnessed as “0” and 

“1” states in ferroelectric memory cell. FRAM has fast access speed (< 100 ns), high endurance 

(> 1010 cycles) and data retention (> 10 years) properties, lower write/read voltages (~ 3.3 V 

for write, ~1.5 V for read) compared to NAND flash memory [26, 27]. However, one of the 

major disadvantages of FRAM cell is its destructive readout process [27]. The programmed 

polarization state i.e., the data in the cell is changed after the read operation and needs to be 

re-written. Other than destructive read operation, FRAM cell suffers from major scalability 
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Figure 1-3: Schematic of basic FRAM cell structure organized in 1-transistor 1-capacitor (1T1C) 

configuration. The capacitor dielectric is a ferroelectric layer whose polarization orientation can be 

switched by changing polarity of applied electric field. 
 

challenges since scaling down the capacitor size makes the stored charge on it too small for 

detection [28]. 

The destructive readout and scalability issues of FRAM is overcome in ferroelectric 

tunnel junctions (FTJ), another very promising type of nonvolatile ferroelectric memory. Basic 

structure of a FTJ cell is shown in Figure 1-4, in which a thin (typically < 10 nm) tunneling 

ferroelectric layer is sandwiched between two metal electrodes [29]. By changing polarities of 

electric field applied across FTJ cell, the ferroelectric polarization in switching layer can be 

altered in up and down direction, shown by green and red arrows in Figure 1-4. The junction 

tunneling resistance depends on ferroelectric polarization orientation and the switchable 

polarization states allow for significant difference in tunnel transmission coefficient enabling 
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(a) (b) 
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Figure 1-4: a) Schematic of FTJ cell structure showing thin ferroelectric layer between two 

electrodes. By alternating polarity of write voltage, the polarization orientation of ferroelectric layer 

can be switched in up and down direction, shown by green and red arrow giving rise to b) ON and 

OFF state FTJ currents. The ratio between ON/OFF currents is denoted by TER ratio, a key FTJ 

figure of merit. 
 

sizeable tunneling electroresistance (TER) effect in FTJ device [30]. The high tunneling 

current/ low tunnel resistance state and low tunneling current/ large tunnel resistance states are 

represented as “ON” and “OFF” states of the memory cell respectively, as shown in Figure 1- 

4b. Unlike FRAM, FTJ has a non-destructive read operation since the tunneling current is 

sensed and the polarization state in ferroelectric switching layer is unperturbed [31]. FTJ also 

has superior scaling capability since scaling in these devices is not limited by stored amount 

of polarization charge [28]. Even though FTJ memory offers tremendous potential as a non- 

volatile memory, some challenges need to be addressed before mass scale adoption of this 

technology as viable commercial memory device. Some of these challenges are: tradeoff 

between remanent polarization and sizeable TER ratio [32], reliable control of FTJ data 

retention and other ferroelectric properties at nanoscale [28], overcoming endurance limit due 

to defects generation and migration [33]. 
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1.1.4. Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) 
 

Resistive Random Access Memory uses the principle of filamentary switching in binary oxides 

to modulate its resistance under the application of electric field [34]. By continuously changing 

the polarity of applied electric field, the device can be switched between low resistance and 

high resistance states, a property which is harnessed in developing non-volatile memory. The 

basic structure of RRAM device is based on metal-insulator-metal (MIM) configuration, where 

the oxide-based switching layer is sandwiched between two metal electrodes. Various binary 

metal oxides have shown to act as switching mediums where this kind of filamentary resistive 

switching take place, such as hafnium oxide (HfOx) [35], tantalum oxide (TaOx) [36], titanium 

oxide (TiOx) [37], aluminum oxide (AlOx) [38], niobium oxide (NbOx) [39], magnesium oxide 

(MgO) [40] etc. Among these oxide materials, two material systems have drawn most attention 

in past several years and have been studied intensively, TaOx and HfOx. Similar to switching 

layer, variety of metals have been explored as electrodes in RRAM stack such as elementary 

metal electrodes like Al [41], Ti [42], Cu [43], W [44], Pt [45]; nitride-based electrodes like 

TiN [35], TaN [46] etc. 
 

The basic working principle behind resistive switching in RRAM is shown in Figure 

1-5. Initially, the switching layer has insulating properties allowing very little current flow 

across the MIM stack. A large positive electric field across the stack creates a soft breakdown 

and forms a conductive path by accumulation of positively charged oxygen vacancies in the 

switching layer. This step is known as forming process in which the top and bottom electrode 

is connected through a conductive filament (CF) allowing for large current flow in RRAM 

device. By applying negative polarity electric field, some portion of the CF can be ruptured, 

and the device is RESET to high resistance state (HRS). The device can be SET to low 
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Figure 1-5: Two-dimensional cross-sectional schematic of RRAM stack showing forming operation 

and, RESET/SET filamentary switching kinetics by disconnection and re-connection of conductive 

filament in switching layer. The conductive filament comprises of positively charged oxygen 

vacancies, shown by blue balls in schematic. 

 
resistance state (LRS) by changing the polarity of applied field (positive polarity) again. 

Typically, this switching event between high resistance (OFF state) and low resistance (ON 

state) states can be repeated over 1010 endurance cycles [47]. 

So far compared to other emerging nonvolatile memory devices discussed, RRAM 

technology offers significant advantages with regards to CMOS compatibility [48], simple 

device structure with fab friendly materials and hence low-cost processing [48], fast switching 

time (< 10 ns) [49], excellent endurance (> 1010 cycles) [47] and data retention (> 10 years) 

[50], low read/write voltage and power consumption (< 1 pJ/bit) [51], superior scalability [52] 

and possibility of large scale ultra-high-density 3D integration [53] etc. In addition, RRAM 

devices have shown to gradually modulate its resistance values with applied pulses by 

intelligent program algorithms, a prospect that makes these devices promising as synapse 
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elements in neuromorphic computing [54]. Despite all these exciting prospects of RRAM 

devices, there are still reliability concerns which must be overcome before successful 

implementation of this NVM technology in industry. The major reliability issue is switching 

variability. RRAM devices suffer from intrinsic cycle-to-cycle switching variability due to 

stochastic nature of defects migration and filament formation and rupture process in switching 

layer [55]. This switching variability causes major hindrance in reliable multi-level-cell 

(MLC) operation and high-density memory array implementation [56]. Nevertheless, with 

continued research, RRAM technology is expected to make significant breakthrough in 

semiconductor industry for non-volatile memory based embedded and large-scale data storage 

applications. 

 
1.2. Dissertation Organization 

 
This dissertation is focused on development of two of the most promising NVM technologies: 

resistive random access memory (RRAM) and ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJ). HfO2 is 

chosen as the active material for fabrication of RRAM/FTJ memory devices due to its ease of 

integration with CMOS process flow and well-developed processing technique. 80% my 

research effort i.e., four dissertation chapters, is based on RRAM devices, while FTJ 

development is discussed in one chapter encompassing rest 20% of my research contribution. 

The first chapter of this dissertation introduces different emerging non-volatile memory 

(NVM) technologies. The prospects and challenges of 4 major types of emerging NVMs 

(PCM, STTRAM, FRAM/FTJ, RRAM) are reviewed along with discussion on basic working 

mechanism of these memory devices. My research is focused on RRAM and FTJ devices, on 

which in-depth discussion is conducted in subsequent chapters. 

In second chapter (2), I delve into the detailed process flow for fabrication of 100 nm 
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x100 nm TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN stack-based RRAM devices, integrated with 65 nm CMOS 

technology on 300 mm wafers. The electrical characterization set up used to study switching 

properties of fabricated RRAM devices is discussed. Switching mechanism of HfO2 based 

RRAM devices, comprised of forming, SET/RESET processes is explained in depth. 

Chapter 3 investigates impact of various atomic layer deposition (ALD) parameters 

used for switching layer HfO2 deposition on switching metrics and reliability of CMOS 

integrated RRAM cells. The analysis in this chapter is carried out for both 1- transistor 1- 

RRAM (1T1R) and 8x8 1T1R array cells. Significant improvement in RRAM switching 

performance and reliability across full 300 mm wafer scale is demonstrated with tuning of 

ALD precursor type and co-reactant pulse time. 

In chapter 4, an in-depth study of full wafer scale switching reliability of RRAM 

devices is conducted based on various programming conditions. I analyzed the impact of 

various SET/RESET voltage pulse conditions, operating current on RRAM switching and 

developed a programming approach enabling switching optimization with regards to memory 

window, cell-to-cell and cycle-to-cycle switching variability and yield for 1T1R devices across 

full 300mm wafer. The devices were also optimized for superior switching endurance and data 

retention properties at elevated temperature. 

Chapter 5 investigates multi-level-cell (MLC) behavior and analog synaptic 

functionality of fabricated HfO2 based RRAM devices. Current and voltage control-based 

programming algorithms are explored for optimization of MLC characteristics in RRAM. 

Along with MLC, significant improvement is obtained in analog synaptic response for RRAM 

devices with design of pulse train based intelligent algorithms. Comprehensive comparison 

analysis with other relevant studies is presented to demonstrate superior efficacy of our 
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algorithm in optimization of MLC and synaptic behavior of RRAM cells. 
 

Chapter 6 is divided in two sub-chapters. Sub-chapter 6-1 discusses development of 

50% Zr doped HfO2 based (Hf0.5Zr0.5O2) ferroelectric metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors. 

Electrical polarization-voltage hysteresis measurements along with grazing incidence X-ray 

measurements confirm presence of ferroelectricity in these devices. ‘Wake-up’ effect 

mechanism, responsible for increase in polarization with field cycling, is analyzed in this 

chapter. In sub-chapter 6-2, development of high performance HZO based nanoscale (100 nm 

x 100 nm) ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ) on 300 mm wafer is presented. A modified bilayer 

FTJ stack i.e., TiN/ Al2O3/ Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/ TiN provided significant improvement in FTJ 

switching and reliability over conventional TiN/ Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/ TiN structure. The FTJ tunneling 

current transport mechanism is discussed and full wafer scale switching metrics and multi- 

level-cell capability of these devices are investigated. 

Finally, in chapter 7, I summarize my research on RRAM and FTJ devices. Future 

scope of work is also discussed with respect to potential improvements and opportunities in 

this exciting research area. 
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2. Development of 65 nm CMOS Integrated HfO2 based RRAM Devices on 

300 mm Wafer Platform 

 

2.1. Introduction 
 

With CMOS scaling reaching its fundamental limits, emerging non-volatile memory 

technologies have been proposed and are expected to make significant breakthrough in 

semiconductor memory industry [1-2]. Present day data driven technology trend needs 

memory devices to satisfy high performance ultra-low power computing, and low cost / high 

density data storage requirements [3-5]. In addition, majority of intensive data centered 

applications require the capability to maintain data in the absence of input power which is 

essential for an energy harvesting powered computing device [6]. Hence, a significant amount 

of research is being made on novel non-volatile memory solutions that would satisfy those 

requirements of semiconductor market trend. 

Resistive random access memory (RRAM) is promising in that perspective since they are 

non-volatile and highly CMOS compatible small footprint memory cell, can be integrated in 

high density, have fast switching speeds, consume low power, have high endurance and 

retention properties [7-11]. In addition to such desirable memory device characteristics, 

RRAM devices have the ability to gradually change its resistance values in an analog fashion 

which can be used as representation of synaptic weights [12]. This property of gradual tuning 

resistance makes RRAM devices a promising analog NVM solution in intensely developing 

neuromorphic computing [13-15]. Due to all these intrinsic advantages as memory element, 

RRAM devices have garnered a lot of interest in industry and academia research community. 

The basic structure of RRAM device is based on metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure where 
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a transition metal oxide is sandwiched between two metal electrodes [16]. By changing the 

polarity of applied voltage across the electrodes, the device can be switched between high 

conductivity /low resistivity and low conductivity/ high resistivity state. Typically, this 

switching event between high resistance and low resistance states can be repeated over 109 

switching transitions cycles, abundantly exceeding 106 endurance cycles limit of NAND Flash 

memory [17]. Even though many transition metal oxides (e.g., TaOx [18-19], ZnO [20], TiOx 

[21], AlOx [22]) based RRAM devices have been shown to exhibit resistive switching 

behavior, HfOx devices are front runners in emerging NVM family due to hafnia’s well 

developed fabrication techniques and ease of integration with CMOS process flow [23-24]. 

HfOx based RRAM devices are promising in several ways (sub nanoseconds fast switching 

time, ~1010 endurance limit, low switching energy); however, some critical reliability aspects 

(switching variability, yield, failure mechanisms) need to be addressed before high volume 

large scale industrial implementation [25]. Overall, there is a lack of understanding of how 

various fabrication conditions and programming parameters impact those critical reliability 

features providing major challenges in high performance HfO2 RRAM device design. 

Therefore, a comprehensive statistical study of wafer scale device performance and reliability 

are essential for future HfO2 RRAM development. 

In this study, we have developed HfO2 based nanoscale (100 nm x 100 nm) RRAM 

devices, integrated with 65 nm CMOS technology on 300 mm wafer platform. We investigated 

impact of various RRAM fabrication process parameters and programming conditions on 

RRAM device performance and optimization in device switching metrics was achieved across 

full 300 mm wafer. This chapter would particularly focus on process flow steps for fabrication 

of CMOS integrated HfO2 RRAM devices, and electrical characterization set up used for 
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characterization of those fabricated devices. The readers would also be introduced to key 

RRAM switching terminologies in this chapter, which will be used frequently in subsequent 

chapters. 

 
2.2. Fabrication of RRAM Devices 

 
In this work, a successful integration of nanoscale CMOS/RRAM structures have been 

implemented in a 300mm in- house fabrication facility. The integration effort is achieved using 

a custom designed RRAM module of SUNY Polytechnic Institute’s 65nm process technology. 

Figure 2-1a shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross-section image of 

CMOS/RRAM device integration. As shown in the figure, the RRAM devices are fabricated 

between metal 1 (M1) and metal 2 (M2) metallization layers. The integration was implemented 

through splitting of via 1 (V1) layer for encapsulation of RRAM devices. The RRAM device 

(a) (b) 

 
 

Figure 2-1: a) TEM micrograph of CMOS-RRAM device integration. Inset shows EDS map 

showing extension of SL/OEL/TE layers around BE. b) TEM cross-sectional image of RRAM 

device stack TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN. The inset displays EDS map of different elements. Yellow, blue, 

and purple represent Hf, O, Ti respectively. 
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2. 

stack comprises of 70 nm TiN bottom electrode (BE), 6 nm HfO2 switching layer (SL), 6 nm 

Ti oxygen scavenger layer (OEL) and 40 nm TiN top electrode (TE). Fig. 2-1b shows TEM 

cross-section image of fabricated RRAM device stack (TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN). The energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) map (inset in Figure 2-1a) shows the extension of SL, 

OEL and TE layers around BE to avoid undesirable edge effects. The RRAM device active 

area where the filamentary switching kinetics take place, is still defined by patterned bottom 

electrode area (100 nm x 100 nm). 

Figure 2-2 shows a simplified process flow for 1T1R device fabrication on 300 mm 

wafer platform. The process starts with patterned M1 layer (liner and W) shown in step 1. The 

TiN bottom electrode was fabricated using a subtractive integration process on top of M1 layer 

(step 2). A thin Ti layer (~5 nm) was deposited underneath BE for improved conductivity. The 

via insulator layer Si3N4 was then patterned around BE layer (step 3 and step 4). The remaining 

1. 3. 

 
 

 
 

6. 

4. 

 
8. 

 

9. 

 
Figure 2-2: Simplified process flow schematic for fabrication of HfO2 based 100 nm x 100 nm 

1T1R device development on 300 mm wafer platform. 

5. 

7. 
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RRAM device stack layers were then deposited in this order: HfO2 switching layer, Ti oxygen 

exchange layer and TiN top electrode. The HfO2 SL was deposited using atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) technique at a deposition temperature of 300ºC. The Ti OEL and TiN TE 

were deposited using physical vapor deposition (PVD) process. The entire RRAM device stack 

was then lithographically patterned using a custom designed reactive ion etch (RIE) process, 

enabling a 50 nm extension around the BE layer (step 5). A Si3N4 mask layer was deposited 

on top of TiN TE to protect the device top surface from subsequent V1/M2 patterning steps. 

Step 6 and 7 show deposition and patterning of thick V1 insulator layer for subsequent 

damascene step. A standard state of the art dual-damascene Cu V1/M2 module, shown in step 

8 and 9, concludes the RRAM integration. 

 
2.3. Electrical characterization set up 

 
The CMOS integrated RRAM devices were developed on 300 mm wafers. Figure 2-3a 

shows a 300 mm wafer with fabricated RRAM devices. A typical die in the wafer consists of 

multiple RRAM test structures i.e., RRAM without integrated transistor (1R), RRAM with 

integrated transistor (1T1R), small (8x8) and large scale (512x512) 1T1R arrays, as shown in 

Figure 2-3c. Results presented in this research will be primarily based on characterization of 

individual 1T1R devices and 8x8 RRAM array devices. Device characterization on 300mm 

wafer scale was performed in Semi-automated Suss Microtech probe station (Figure 2-3b) 

connected with Agilent B1500 high-precision semiconductor device analyzer. The B1500 is 

equipped with 4 high resolution source measurement units (HR-SMU) and waveform generator 

fast measurement unit (WGFMU). HR-SMUs have a maximum current and voltage rating of 

±100 mA and ±100 V, respectively, and a current and voltage mean resolution of 0.1 fA and 
 

0.5 µV, respectively. High frequency pulses were applied using an Agilent B1530 WGFMU 
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(a) 
 

 
(c) 

(b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2-3: a) Photograph of 300 mm wafer containing dies with various RRAM devices test 

structures; b) Semi-automatic Suss Microtech probe station used for characterization of RRAM 

devices on 300 mm wafers c) layout of RRAM test chip with 1 RRAM (1R), 1-Transistor 1-RRAM 

(1T1R) and 1T1R array cells. 
 

module installed in the B1500. The WGFMU module has the capability of generating pulses 

with a minimum timing resolution of 10 ns and a minimum measurement repetition rate of 5 

ns. In-house developed LabVIEW and Python programs with interactive GUI were used for 

pulsed measurements of RRAM devices. Easy-expert software package of Keysight 

technologies was used for conventional DC measurements. 

Pulse based testing approach was preferred for improved reliability and reduced energy 

consumption of RRAM devices [26]. Fig. 2-4 shows a typical applied pulse switching cycle in 

which successive positive and negative triangular shape pulses are applied for SET and RESET 

operation of devices. A single pulse switching cycle containing each SET/RESET pulse is 

repeated over many switching iterations to perform comprehensive statistical analysis of 
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RRAM switching properties. Pulse rise and fall times were typically kept in the range hundreds 

of nanoseconds to tens of microseconds in length. A forming pulse was applied before 

SET/RESET switching cycles to create soft breakdown in the switching layer and increase the 

conductivity of the pristine highly resistive state of device [27]. A read pulse of -0.2 V with a 

Voltage (V) 

 
 

Figure 2-4: Schematic of typical pulse switching cycle containing SET/RESET pulses to study 

switching behavior of RRAM devices. 

 
10 µs pulse width was applied after each SET/RESET pulse, to read out the low resistance 

state (LRS) and high resistance state (HRS) resistance values. The amplitude of read voltage 

is kept low to avoid perturbing programmed resistance states of RRAM devices. 

During ON state operation of the device (forming/SET), soft breakdown happens in 

dielectric resulting in conductive filament (CF) formation [27]. Hence, a current limiter is 

required to be connected with RRAM device to prevent destructive (hard) breakdown in 

switching layer during ON state. In this work, a 65 nm NMOS transistor is connected in series 

with the RRAM cell to regulate maximum current flowing through the device during forming 

and SET operation. The schematic of this series connection is shown in Fig. 2-5a. The transistor 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

was integrated by connecting drain terminal with RRAM BE and source terminal to ground. 

Voltage pulse amplitudes Vpos/Vneg was applied to RRAM TE for SET/RESET operation of 

devices. Figure 2-5b shows a typical current (IDS) -voltage (VDS) characteristics of NMOS 

transistor for different gate voltages (VGS). The NMOS transistors had a maximum on current 

rating of 2mA. A full wafer ON current statistics at VDS of 2.5V and VGS of 1.3V for fabricated 

NFETs is presented in Figure 2-5c. The NMOS current values are uniform across center region 

of the wafer which demonstrates switching differences in RRAM cells (to be presented in later 

chapters) around those regions of the wafer originate from the RRAM devices, and not from 

 

 
Figure 2-5: a) Schematic of RRAM device integration with NMOS transistor; b) NFET ION-VDS 

characteristics for different VGS voltages; c) Full 300 mm wafer map for NFET on current at VDS = 
2.5 V and VGS = 1.3 V. 
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(a) (b) 

CMOS non-idealities. The increase in average ION for NEFTs around the edges are most likely 

attributed to reduction in transistor threshold voltages due to process variation. 

 
2.4. Operation of RRAM Devices 

 
Our pristine RRAM device stack uses HfO2 as switching medium which has insulating 

properties and inhibits current flow through it. Hence, creation of conduction filament (CF) is 

required in the HfO2 layer to enable switching in devices. With an increase in applied voltage, 

the leakage current in pristine device increases and at some point, an abrupt increase in current 

happens indicating soft breakdown in HfO2. Figure 2-6a shows forming current-voltage 

characteristics for a typical RRAM device where VFORM (~2.5V) is the onset voltage for soft 

breakdown in oxide and CF formation. The pristine device leakage current is strongly 

dependent on density of oxygen vacancies and hence, impacts forming voltage and RRAM 

switching [28]. The relationship between pristine leakage current density and forming voltage 

is demonstrated in Fig. 2-6b. The measurement was carried out for multiple devices across 
 

 
Figure 2-6: a) Leakage current density with applied voltage for a typical RRAM device. Voltage 

denoting onset of forming operation is labelled as “VFORM”; b) forming voltage with leakage current 

density measured for multiple 1T1R devices in different wafers. All measured devices were 100 nm 

x 100 nm in size. 
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various 300 mm wafers; hence, minor discrepancies could be attributed to wafer-to-wafer 

process variations. In general, a strong relationship between pristine device leakage current 

density and VFORM was established where an increased leakage current density reduces forming 

voltage in RRAM device. Typically, lower RRAM leakage current is preferred to improve 

HRS/LRS resistance window of RRAM device [29]. In chapter 3, we would discuss about 

certain process optimizations in RRAM stack manufacturing to modulate HfO2 stoichiometry 

and pristine device leakage current for improved device switching performance. 

Figure 2-7 shows a two-dimensional schematic of conductive filament formation 

during forming process in HfO2 based RRAM devices. This CF formation process in HfO2 

involves creation of a metallic Hf-rich region connecting the bottom and top electrodes [30]. 

This is achieved through breakage of Hf-O bonds and out-diffusion of negatively charged 

 

Pristine State After FORMING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oxygen 
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Figure 2-7: Two-dimensional cross-sectional schematic of RRAM microscopic structure showing 

evolution of conductive filament during forming operation by accumulation of oxygen vacancies in 

HfO2 switching layer. 
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oxygen ions and consequently, accumulation of positively charged oxygen vacancies [26]. This 

out-diffusion of ions is both electric field and temperature driven process and is facilitated by 

insertion of Ti oxygen exchange layer (OEL) at SL-TE interface [31]. The OEL layer getters 

oxygen from HfO2 SL, helps in creation of O deficient CF and a thin metal sub-oxide layer 

(TiOx) is formed at OEL/SL interface shown by thin blue layer in Figure 2-7. 

After forming, the device is switched to higher conductivity state from pristine 

insulating low conductivity state since the semi-metallic conductive filament is bridged 

between BE and TE creating a current conduction path. A RESET operation then can be carried 

out by sufficiently negatively bias the top electrode resulting in migration of ionized defects 

(positively charged) towards TE; partially breaking the CF and switch the device to high 

resistance state (HRS) or low conductivity state. A subsequent SET operation by application 

of positive bias to TE, enables re-injection of defects in filament gap region (created during 

RESET) re-connecting the CF and switching the device back to low resistance state (LRS). 

This entire RESET/SET switching kinetics in fabricated TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN RRAM device is 

explained by 2-D schematic of CF evolution shown in Figure 2-8. Alternating this SET/RESET 

operation allow for repeated connection and disconnection of CF resulting in multiple 

switching transition (HRS & LRS) cycles [32]. A typical bipolar RRAM switching current- 

voltage characteristics for 10 SET/RESET cycles is shown in Figure 2-9a. The threshold 

voltage denoting onset of filament rupture and consequent high resistivity is labelled as 

“VRESET” and the voltage representing onset of filament reformation and consequent low 

resistivity is labelled as “VSET”. Maximum voltage amplitudes applied to trigger RESET/SET 

process are denoted by “Vneg” and “Vpos” respectively. The maximum current during SET (Imax) 

is controlled by gate voltage modulation of integrated NMOS transistor. The maximum current 
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Figure 2-8: Two-dimensional cross-sectional schematic of RRAM stack showing SET/RESET 

filamentary switching kinetics by re-connection/disconnection of conductive filament in HfO2 SL. 
 
 

 
Figure 2-9: a) Bipolar switching current-voltage characteristics of a typical fabricated HfO2 1T1R 

device (10 SET/RESET switching cycles shown); b) corresponding extracted HRS and LRS 

resistance values for those 10 switching cycles. 
 

flow during RESET operation is denoted by “IRESET” and generally reflects the size of effective 

filament cross-section [27]. Observably, IRESET is much larger for the 1st RESET cycle as 
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compared to subsequent RESET cycles. Since, the 1st RESET cycle immediately follows 

forming operation, a large RESET current is required to break relatively larger size CF created 

right after forming on pristine device. Even though both forming and SET operation represent 

high conductivity state of RRAM device, the threshold voltage required to conduct forming 

operation (VFORM) is much larger than voltage for SET operation (VSET), as can be seen by 

comparing I-V characteristics in Figures 2-6a and 2-9a. This can be explained by 

understanding filamentary switching dynamics illustrated in Figures 2-7 and 2-8 schematics. 

As shown in Figure 2-6, forming operation involves CF formation across the whole switching 

layer thickness whereas, the CF is only partially dissolved after RESET and hence, the SET 

operation reconnects the CF only in the partially dissolved region (shown in schematic of 

Figure 2-8). The HRS and LRS resistances values were extracted for switching I-V cycles and 

plotted in Figure 2-9b. The mean HRS and LRS values averaged over 10 cycles were found to 

be 410 kΩ and 6.8 kΩ, respectively. 

 
2.5. Conclusion 

 
We successfully implemented 65 nm CMOS integrated nanoscale (100 nm x 100 nm) HfO2 

based RRAM devices on 300 mm wafer platform. The TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN RRAM stack was 

integrated between M1 and M2 metallization layers in back end of the line process flow. 

Python/LabView based comprehensive test program package was developed for full wafer 

scale statistical analysis of RRAM performance. The pulse-based test program enabled 

extraction of key switching parameters (VSET, VRESET, HRS, LRS) of RRAM devices analyzed 

over multiple SET/RESET switching transition cycles. We also observed forming voltage of 

devices to be strongly dependent on pristine device leakage current density, a property which 

would be utilized in chapter 3 for improvement in RRAM switching behavior. Future efforts 
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would focus on various optimization approaches, at both fabrication and programming levels 

for optimum RRAM switching performance across full 300 mm wafer. 
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3. Impact of Atomic Layer Deposition Conditions on HfO2 based 1- 

Transistor 1-RRAM Cell Switching on 300 mm Wafer Platform 

 

The data discussed in this section were previously presented in the following papers that I 

authored: 

• J. Hazra, M. Liehr, K. Beckmann, S. Rafiq and N. Cady, "Improving the Memory 
 

Window/Resistance Variability Trade-Off for 65nm CMOS Integrated HfO2 Based 

Nanoscale RRAM Devices," 2019 IEEE International Integrated Reliability Workshop 

(IIRW), 2019, pp. 1-4, doi: 10.1109/IIRW47491.2019.8989872. 

• J. Hazra, M. Liehr, K. Beckmann, S. Rafiq and N. Cady, "Impact of Atomic Layer 
 

Deposition Co-Reactant Pulse Time on 65nm CMOS Integrated Hafnium Dioxide- 

based Nanoscale RRAM Devices," 2020 IEEE International Integrated Reliability 

Workshop (IIRW), 2020, pp. 1-4, doi: 10.1109/IIRW49815.2020.9312877. 

 
 

3.1. Introduction 
 

Emerging memory solutions are of ardent interest to technology driven industries, 

specifically the semiconductor industry [1-4]. One of the most promising emerging memory 

solutions is Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM/ RRAM). It has promising 

characteristics that enable further increases in data storage density as well as upcoming novel 

circuit architectures such as neuromorphic or neuro-inspired designs [5-8]. RRAM devices 

work on the principle of change in resistance under the application of electric field and distinct 

resistance states can be achieved by resistance modulation of the Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) 

stacks through application of electrical pulses. Though various transition metal oxides have 
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known to exhibit non-volatile resistive switching [9-12], we adopted HfO2 as active material 

to fabricate RRAM devices due to its fab-friendly, CMOS compatibility and well-developed 

deposition techniques [13]. Hafnium Oxide (HfO2) based RRAM devices are promising 

candidates for non-volatile memory, having a wide variety of applications in neuromorphic 

computing, artificial intelligence, and future memory solutions [14]. However, these RRAM 

devices suffer from intrinsic cycle-to-cycle and cell-to-cell switching variability issues, mostly 

due to the stochastic nature of the conductive filament formation/rupture process, and the 

discrete nature of defects present in the switching layer of RRAM devices [15]. Addressing 

this issue needs in-depth understanding of HfO2 based RRAM cell switching performance and 

reliability in relation to various fabrication process conditions used for their manufacturing. 

Several studies have discussed how various fabrication steps can affect RRAM behavior 

and corresponding stack optimization for improved device performance. Some studies have 

shown significant RRAM switching improvement by modulating oxygen vacancy 

concentration at switching oxide/ bottom electrode interface [16]. Management of oxygen 

content in switching layer (SL) has a critical impact on RRAM switching properties and 

changing electron affinity by selecting different oxygen exchange materials have shown to 

modulate SL stoichiometry [17-18]. Along with bottom electrode and switching layer, several 

studies have also discussed the impact of various top electrodes on HfO2 RRAM switching 

dynamics [19-21] and reliability [20, 22]. Beckmann et al. have investigated impact of various 

etch processes on HfO2 RRAM performance with respect to its physical structure, electrical 

characteristics, and yield [23]. Tuning oxygen partial pressure during sputtering deposition of 

HfOx has shown to directly influence the crystallinity of the switching film and therefore, 

impacts memory properties of fabricated RRAM devices [24]. In this work, atomic layer 
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deposition technique was used for HfO2 deposition for RRAM cell fabrication due to its precise 

control over thickness and uniformity of deposited thin film across 300 mm wafer and 

therefore, favorable from practical standpoint of RRAM implementation in industry [25]. Till 

date, a comprehensive research concerning the effects of various ALD process conditions on 

HfO2 based RRAM devices is still missing in literature. Although many studies have 

investigated impact of ALD conditions on various properties of HfO2 film as gate oxide 

material for field effect transistors [26-29], I have extended those learnings in understanding 

effect of ALD process on HfO2 based bipolar RRAM switching properties. With that goal, this 

chapter focuses on investigating the impact of various ALD parameters i.e., precursor 

chemistry, reactant pulse time used for switching layer deposition on switching metrics and 

reliability of CMOS integrated RRAM cells. With in-depth understanding of ALD process 

parameters on critical properties of deposited switching layer, improved switching 

performance and reliability were demonstrated for fabricated 1T1R cells across 300 mm wafer. 

 
3.2. Impact of ALD precursor on HfO2 RRAM switching properties 

 
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD), a special variant of chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD), is a thin film deposition technique based on self-saturating sequential surface reactions 

of two or more precursor chemicals containing elements of target material [30-34]. Each 

precursor saturates the surface by creating a monolayer of material grown during each ALD 

deposition cycle [35]. In this section, the impact of ALD precursor chemistry on HfO2 

switching layer-based RRAM devices are investigated. 
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3.2.1. Design of experiment 
 

The MIM structure RRAM devices use physical vapor deposition (PVD) deposited TiN 

as bottom electrode (BE). On top of the BE, the switching layer HfO2 was deposited using 

atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique at a deposition temperature of 300 °C. A two-wafer 

process split with regards to ALD precursor material was executed for HfO2 deposition step: 

• HfO2 deposited using chlorine-based halide precursor and 
 

• HfO2 deposited using carbon-based organic precursor 
 

For convenience, we will denote chlorine-based precursor devices as “Sample A” and carbon 

precursor-based RRAM cells will be denoted by “Sample B”. A comprehensive analysis of 

various RRAM switching performance metrics (forming and switching voltages, memory 

window, cell-to-cell & cycle-to-cycle switching variability, switching yield) of fabricated 

RRAM devices were investigated for the designed process splits. 

 
3.2.2. Results and discussions 

 
Electrical characterization was performed using an Agilent B1500 high-precision 

semiconductor analyzer equipped with four high resolution source measurement units (HR- 

SMU) and waveform generator fast measurement unit (WGFMU). A pulse-based testing 

approach was adopted for measuring the switching performance of these devices. A typical 

applied pulse switching cycle consisted of application of positive and negative pulses with rise 

and fall times in the range of tens of microseconds for SET and RESET operations, 

respectively. A read pulse of -0.2 V with a 10 µs pulse width was applied after each 

SET/RESET pulse, to read out the HRS and LRS resistance values. The compliance current 

was controlled through modulation of gate voltage of the on-chip integrated NFET devices. 
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To investigate the switching variability between two ALD precursor types of devices, 

we first needed to investigate the structural property of deposited HfO2 films. The carbon 

content, which is shown to significantly impact the switching behavior of RRAM devices [36], 

was analyzed by depth profiling for both hafnia films of the mem-resistive device stack using 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS). Sample B’s HfO2 film showed much higher carbon 

content as compared to sample A’s film as depicted in Figure 3-1. The small carbon peak 

observed at lower depths for both types of films is due to vacuum break at the HfO2 interface 

for PVD deposition of top TiN electrode layer. 

 

 
Figure 3-1: SIMS data showing quantitative C and Cl content in the HfO2 layer of RRAM devices for 

the two ALD precursor types used for RRAM fabrication. 
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a) 

For Statistical analysis of switching behavior for both sample A and sample B, the maximum 

operating current was varied within a range of 150 to 450 µA by varying the gate voltage of 

the on-chip transistor from 1.2 to 1.6 V. 

Typical bipolar I-V characteristics of an RRAM cell for both types of samples are 

shown in Figure 3-2. The I-V traces were obtained by sweeping voltage measurements for 20 

consecutive switching cycles showing forming, SET, RESET operations for the devices. The 

maximum current value was limited by the compliance current fixed at 175 µA for this 

measurement. Sample B showed a significant reduction in electroforming voltage (~0.9 V) as 

compared to sample A which is due to increased leakage current for the former reducing the 

forming voltage across the filament as illustrated in Figure 3-2(b). The increased leakage 

current for sample B could be attributed to presence of higher amounts of carbon residue in 

HfO2 switching layer which has shown to provide undesirable leakage paths in the film [36]. 
 

 
Figure 3-2: (a) Pulse I-V characteristics (b) pristine device leakage of sample A and sample B RRAM 

cell. 
 

Statistical analysis was carried out for forming and switching threshold voltages tested 

for 50 individual 1T1R cells as shown in Figure 3-3. Change in precursor (org vs chlorine) did 
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Figure 3-3: Measured forming and SET/RESET voltages for 50 different 1T1R cells processed 

using chlorine and organic precursor. 
 

not have any significant impact on VSET or VRESET voltage values. However, the RRAM cells 

processed with chlorine precursor (sample A) had much higher mean forming voltage due to 

higher leakage current density through the pristine HfO2 switching film. 

To investigate the long-term switching behavior, endurance measurements of up to 1 

million switching cycles were carried out for a typical 1T1R cell for both samples. In Figure 

3-4a, sample A showed an average HRS/LRS ratio of ~16 as compared to ~9 for sample B 

(Figure 3-4b) resulting in an impressive ~1.8 times increase in memory window. The reduction 

in resistance ratio for sample B’s devices is caused by higher leakage current (see Figure 3-2). 

In addition, presence of larger amount of Cl atoms in HfO2 layer has shown to reduce charge 
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a) b) 

trap vacancy concentration [29] and hence can have a positive impact on RRAM switching. 

The superior switching metrics for chlorine precursor wafer (sample A) is also reflected in full 

wafer switching statistics with RRAM cells exhibiting an impressive average HRS resistance 

of ~50K and memory window of ~13 across 300 mm wafer as illustrated in Figure 3-5a and 

Figure 3-5b. 

 

 
Figure 3-4: Endurance results up to 1 million switching cycles showing LRS and HRS for a typical 

(a) sample A and (b) sample B RRAM cell. 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3-5: Full wafer switching statistics for chlorine precursor 1T1R cells for (a) average HRS 

resistance values (b) average memory window. 
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Figure 3-6a and 3-6b show maximum operating current (Imax) (also known as 

compliance current) based statistical distribution of average LRS and HRS resistance values 

for 5 different sample A and sample B 1T1R cells. Higher Imax has shown to improve the 

resistance spread for both low and high resistance state values due to effective averaging of 

stochastic movement of individual defects and ions [37]. Sample A devices showed lower on- 

and off-state resistance variability with an increase in operating current, however no such trend 

in HRS or LRS was observed for sample B devices. This presents a major challenge in 

programming of RRAM cells processed using organic precursor. In Figure 3-6c, the trade-off 

between memory window and cycle-to-cycle switching variation in HRS (σR) for both types 

of devices are presented. Since the LRS variability is much lower due to the metallic nature of 

the filament and negligible contribution from conduction through trap states, we have chosen 

HRS variability for our analysis. All 5 devices of sample A (green circle region) showed 

clustered data points for the applied maximum operating current range (150 – 450 µA) where 

majority of the devices showed an excellent memory window (>10). The clustering of data 

points for sample A cells imply lower cell-to-cell switching variation. In contrast, sample B 

devices showed a wide range of scattered data points indicating larger cell-to-cell switching 

variability. Devices in the blue circled region showed much lower memory window (<4) 

whereas the devices circled in red showed similar memory window as the sample A devices 

but with a much larger HRS variability (σR). For this analysis, the SET and RESET voltages 

were kept fixed at 2 V and -1.5 V, respectively. 
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c) 

Sample A 

Sample B 

Sample B 

 

  
 

 

Figure 3-6: Statistical variation of average HRS and LRS values extracted over 105 switching cycles 

with compliance current for a) sample A and b) sample B RRAM devices c) MW with HRS 

variability for different maximum operating current levels. 
 
 

A similar trade-off analysis was performed by varying the RESET voltage amplitude 

from -1.3 to -1.7 V. The maximum operating current and SET voltage were fixed to 100 µA 

and 2.5 V, respectively. As shown in Figure 3-7a, devices with both precursors showed an 

increase in the average memory window (MW) at the cost of increased HRS variability (σR) 

with increase in RESET voltage amplitude (Vneg). It should also be noted that the RESET 

voltage modulation yields a much stronger correlation between MW and off-state resistance 

variability compared to the compliance current based control primarily due to its significant 

b) a) 
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Figure 3-7: a) MW with HRS variability for different RESET voltages. The values are for 5 

different sample A & sample B RRAM devices. 

 
impact on average HRS values. However, similar to the current-based control scheme, sample 

B devices showed a larger amount of cell-to-cell variability as compared to sample A devices 

as illustrated in Figure 3-7a. 

 
Figure 3-8a shows the cumulative frequency distribution of forming, SET, and RESET 

voltages for all 64 cells in 8x8 RRAM arrays for both precursor types of wafers. The sample 

B 1T1R cells showed much lower average forming voltage as compared to sample A devices, 

while the values of SET/RESET switching voltages were found to be in similar range for both 

wafers (also shown in Table 3-1). Sample A devices also showed much higher 
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Figure 3-8: Cumulative frequency distribution of a) threshold voltages (forming, SET, RESET) and 

b) HRS and LRS resistance values for all 64 cells in 8x8 RRAM array. 
 

average HRS values demonstrating larger HRS/LRS window as compared to sample B devices 

shown in Figure 3-8b & Table 3-1. The average memory window and switching yield were 

extracted from switching characteristics (endurance measurement up to 105 cycles) for all 64 

 

Table 3-1: Statistical variation of threshold voltages & average resistance values of 8x8 RRAM array 
devices for both precursor type wafers 

 

 
Performance Metric 

Sample B 
(Organic 

Precursor) 

Sample A 
(Chlorine 

Precursor) 

Avg VFORM / VSET / VRESET 
1.64 V/ 0.7 V/ - 

0.85 V 
2.47 V/ 0.71 V/- 

0.84V 

Avg. LRS 6.45 kΩ 6.23 kΩ 

Avg. HRS 32.7 kΩ 72.5 kΩ 

Memory Window 5.06 11.63 

Switching Yield (%) 38% 83% 
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cells in an 8x8 RRAM array. We demonstrated an impressive ~2.3X increase in memory 

window with sample A devices. In addition, sample A showed 83% switching yield as 

compared to 38% yield for sample B. 

Increased cell-to-cell switching variability along with reduced switching yield for 

sample B 1T1R cells may be due to higher content of carbon residuals which act as trap levels 

below the switching film HfO2 conduction band edge and therefore negatively impacting the 

switching variability and reliability of fabricated RRAM devices [36]. 

 
3.3. Impact of ALD co-reactant pulse time on HfO2 RRAM switching properties 

 
In addition to chlorine or carbon-based precursors, H2O vapor was used as co-reactant 

for ALD deposition of HfO2. The deposition takes place with sequence of half reactions 

happening in alternate cycle between precursor containing Hf and H2O vapor [38]. The effect 

of H2O vapor pulse length on switching properties of RRAM cells are investigated in this 

section. 

 
3.3.1. Design of experiment 

 
Each ALD cycle used for HfO2 deposition comprised of metalloorganic precursor & 

co-reactant H2O vapor pulses. A three-wafer process split was designed with regards to H2O 

vapor pulse lengths for HfO2 deposition: 

• HfO2 deposited using standard 1X H2O vapor pulse time, 
 

• HfO2 deposited using 1.5X H2O vapor pulse time and 
 

• HfO2 deposited using 5X H2O vapor pulse time 
 

Comprehensive switching statistics for individual 1T1R cells and 1T1R array cells are 

presented in this section. 
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3.3.2. Results and discussions 
 

Typical bipolar Current-Voltage characteristics of RRAM cells processed using three 

different splits of H2O vapor pulse times are plotted in Figure 3-9. The I-V traces were obtained 

by sweeping voltage measurements for 20 consecutive switching cycles showing forming, 

SET, RESET operations for the devices. The maximum current value was limited by the 

compliance current fixed at 175 µA for this measurement. Extracted average VSET and VRESET 

threshold voltages were 0.75 V and -0.7 V, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Typical pulse I-V switching characteristics showing SET/RESET operation of 1T1R 

devices. 
 

Based on switching measurements on 1T1R cells measured across full 300 mm wafer, 

the 5X H2O vapor pulse time wafer showed higher average forming voltage as compared to 

other pulse time wafers primarily attributed to lower leakage current density as shown in Figure 

3-10a. No significant changes in SET/RESET voltage distribution were observed among these 

wafers (Figure 3-10b). 
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Figure 3-10: a) Cumulative frequency plot of forming voltages, and b) box and whisker plot showing 

distribution of SET/RESET voltages for different H2O pulse conditions. 
 

Switching endurance of RRAM devices was investigated for different pulse time split 

wafers as shown in Figure 3-11. The red circles indicate high resistance state (HRS) values 

and low resistance state (LRS) values are denoted by black circles. Extracted HRS/LRS 

memory window averaged over 104 switching cycles for 1X and 1.5X pulse time wafers were 

6.5 and 8.9, respectively. The 5X H2O pulse time wafer demonstrated an average HRS value 

of ~65K yielding an excellent memory window of ~15 (Figure 3-11c). The relative spread of 

HRS resistances was found to be a moderate 0.25 demonstrating superior switching 

performance of 5X H2O pulse time RRAM devices over standard and 1.5X pulse time wafer 

devices. Previous study has shown that increase in H2O pulse length during ALD deposition 

of HfO2 tends to reduce bulk trap density i.e., oxygen vacancy concentration in oxide [39]. In 

accordance, we postulate 5X increase in co-reactant H2O vapor pulse time results in more 

stoichiometric oxygen rich HfO2 film. The reduction in oxygen vacancy concentration in HfO2 

switching layer with increase in H2O pulse time in RRAM device is illustrated in Figure 3-12 

schematic. A reduction in vacancy concentration in HfO2 causes a reduction in HRS current 
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HfO2 SL HfO2 SL HfO2 SL 

 

 
 

Figure 3-11: Typical switching endurance characteristics for different split wafers. Extracted 

memory window of 6.5, 8.9 and 15.6 were observed for a) standard and b) 1.5X and c) 5X H2O 

pulse time RRAM cells. 

 
Increasing H2O Pulse Time 

 

 

Oxygen Vacancy 
 

Figure 3-12: Schematic of HfO2 switching layer stoichiometry modulation with change in ALD co- 

reactant H2O vapor pulse time. The blue spheres denote oxygen vacancy. Increase in pulse time 

reduces concentration of oxygen vacancy in HfO2 film. 

a) Std. H2O pulse time 
b)   1.5X H O pulse time 

2 

~8.9X 
~6.5X 

5X H2O pulse time 
c) 

~15.6X 
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a) 

c) 

Memory Window ~ 12-25X 

Memory Window ~ 6-12X 

and increases off state resistance and memory window of RRAM devices as demonstrated in 

Figure 3-11. 

Figure 3-13 shows full scale wafer map plots for memory window for different H2O pulse time 

wafers. 5 distinct 1T1R cells were tested for switching characteristics on every other die 

distributed across full 300 mm wafer for this analysis. The memory window was extracted 

from the ratio of HRS & LRS values averaged over 104 switching cycles for 1T1R devices. 

The memory window in standard H2O pulse time wafer, as shown in Figure 3-13a was found 

to be 6-12, while 1.5X pulse time devices showed a window of 6-18 (Figure 3-13b). As 

demonstrated in the plot in Figure 3-13c, 5X H2O pulse time wafer showed significant increase 
 

 
Figure 3-13: Wafer map plots for memory window for a) standard b) 1.5X & c) 5X H2O pulse time 

1T1R wafers. The data were collected over 450 devices distributed uniformly across full 300mm 

wafer. ~1.5X improvement in memory window observed in 5X wafer compared to the standard H2O 

pulse time RRAM wafer. 

Memory Window ~ 6-18X 

b) 
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a) b) 

(~1.5X times) in memory window for devices distributed across full 300 mm wafer. The 

phenomenon of increase in HRS/LRS resistance window with increase in co-reactant pulse 

time length with minimal impact on switching variation could be used in designing efficient 

multi-level-cell non-volatile memory. 

The cycle-to-cycle and cell-to-cell switching variability were also investigated for these 

wafers. Based on full wafer scale switching measurements, 5X H2O pulse time wafer showed 

comparable HRS switching variability to that of the standard H2O vapor pulse time wafer 

(Figure 3-14a) resulting in improved memory window-HRS variability trade off. Figure 3-14b 

shows exemplary low cell-to-cell switching variability (σ<0.5) wafer map using 5X pulse time 

wafer demonstrating superior switching performance of fabricated RRAM cells. 

Cycle-to-Cycle Switching Variability Cell-to-Cell Switching Variability 
 

 

Figure 3-14: a) Full wafer scale distribution of cycle-to-cycle switching variability for different H2O 

pulse time wafers, and b) 300 mm wafer map of RRAM cell-to-cell switching variability for 5X H2O 

pulse time wafer. 
 

Table 3-2 summarizes the switching performance metrics for RRAM cells in 8x8 1T1R 

array for different H2O vapor pulse time wafers. As observed in individual 1T1R cells, the 

array devices exhibit similar improvement trend in memory window & variability for 5X pulse 
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Table 3-2: Statistical summary of RRAM performance metrics of 8x8 Array 1T1R cells for different 
H2O pulse time split wafers. 

 
 

Performance Metric 
Std. H2O pulse 

time 
1.5X H2O pulse 

time 
5X H2O pulse 

time 

Avg. VFORM/VSET/VRESET 
1.41V/0.85V/ 

-0.68V 
1.74V/0.85V/ 

-0.67V 
1.87V/0.85V/ 

-0.7V 

Avg. LRS/ HRS 4.6 kΩ/ 38 kΩ 4.7 kΩ/ 45 kΩ 4.4 kΩ/ 65 kΩ 

Memory Window 8.95 10.37 13.44 

σR/R in HRS 0.42 0.47 0.425 

 
time wafer. In addition, the 5X H2O pulse time wafer showed significant improvement in 

switching yield & demonstrated an impressive 96% yield on a full 300mm wafer scale 

platform. The improved memory window and switching reliability for 5X H2O pulse time 

wafer could be attributed to lower trap density i.e., positively charged oxygen vacancy 

concentration in deposited HfO2 film [39]. 

 
3.4. Conclusion 

 
The electrical switching analysis/ comparison for CMOS integrated HfO2 based 1T1R 

cells show that optimum performance in terms of switching variability, memory window and 

switching yield were obtained with chlorine precursor devices over carbon precursor devices. 

Furthermore, a 5X increase in ALD co-reactant (H2O vapor) pulse time length for organic 

precursor based HfO2 RRAM devices, helped in improving switching properties of fabricated 

1T1R cells. ALD process optimization driven RRAM switching metrics improvement was 

demonstrated for individual and array 1T1R cells across full 300 mm wafer. Knowledge gained 

from this study would be used in future efforts where primary focus would be on programming 

and algorithmic approaches for performance optimization of RRAM devices. 
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4. Programming based Switching Metrics Optimization for HfO2 based 

Nanoscale RRAM Devices on 300 mm Wafer Platform 

 

The data discussed in this chapter were previously reported in the following publication: 
 

• Hazra, J., Liehr, M., Beckmann, K., Abedin, M., Rafiq, S. and Cady, N., 2021, May. 
 

Optimization of Switching Metrics for CMOS Integrated HfO2 based RRAM Devices 

on 300 mm Wafer Platform. In 2021 IEEE International Memory Workshop 

(IMW) (pp. 1-4). IEEE. 

 
 

4.1. Introduction 
 

Fundamental limitations associated with scaling and modern von Neumann computing 

architectures illustrates the need for emerging memory solutions in the semiconductor industry. 

Resistive random access memory (RRAM) is one such promising non-volatile memory (NVM) 

solution, which is seen as a potential candidate that can meet the performance needs of DRAM 

and the density of NAND Flash in terms of scalability, reliability and switching performance 

[1-6]. RRAM devices offer several advantages: CMOS compatibility, scalability, high 

switching endurance (~1012 cycles) with fast switching speed (<1 ns) [7-9] and ultralow 

switching power (<pJ) and data retention of more than 10 years, enabling potential applications 

of these devices in high density data storage as well as neuromorphic inspired architectures 

[10-12]. The structure of a basic RRAM cell is simple: it can be composed of a transition- 

metal-oxide (i.e., HfO2, ZrO2, Ta2O5, TiO2) layer sandwiched between two conducting 

electrodes creating a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure [13-16]. In these bipolar filament- 
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based metal-oxide RRAM devices, electric field and joule heating driven vacancy migration 

enable conductive filament (CF) formation and rupture [17-18]. 

Even though RRAM exhibits several promising features as a non-volatile memory, 

there are still reliability concerns which must be understood and addressed before large scale 

industrial implementation. Among the reliability issues, switching variability [19–21], 

endurance failure [22-23] are some of the major concerns in high-density RRAM array 

implementation [24]. Moreover, addressing some of these reliability issues tend to impact other 

switching metrics (memory window, switching yield) negatively posing serious challenge for 

reliable operation of RRAM devices [25]. Hence, an optimization approach is needed for 

optimal balance of key switching metrics of RRAM cells. With that goal in mind, we 

investigated switching reliability of 65nm CMOS integrated 100 nm x 100 nm HfO2 RRAM 

devices as a function of various programming parameters. An in-depth analysis studying the 

impact of various voltage pulse conditions, operating current on RRAM switching were 

performed, which enabled developing a programming approach facilitating switching 

optimization in terms of HRS/LRS memory window, switching variability and yield for 

devices across a full 300mm wafer. 

 
4.2. Design of experiment 

 
A metal halide (chlorine based) precursor was used for ALD of 6 nm HfO2 switching 

layer since this precursor offers significant switching improvement over metalloorganic 

precursor for HfO2 deposition as discussed in chapter 3. A full wafer switching optimization 

for fabricated RRAM devices was performed with optimal balance of following programming 

parameters: 
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• Maximum programming current during SET (Imax) 
 

• Maximum negative applied voltage for RESET (Vneg) and RESET pulse width (tRESET). 
 

• Maximum applied positive voltage for SET (Vpos) and SET pulse width (tSET). 
 

• Maximum applied positive voltage for SET (Vpos) and maximum applied negative 

voltage for RESET (Vneg). 

A comprehensive analysis of RRAM switching performance metrics (LRS and HRS 

resistances, memory window, cell-to-cell & cycle-to-cycle switching variability, switching 

yield) of RRAM devices were investigated with respect to each programming parameter and a 

programming approach was adopted for optimal balance of those switching metrics across full 

300 mm wafer. 

 
4.3. Results and discussions 

 
In order to understand inter-relationships of different switching metrics we plotted 

resistance state (HRS & LRS) and memory window (MW) with LRS/HRS cycle-to-cycle 

switching variation for 100+ tested 1T1R cells. Generally, larger cycle-to-cycle switching 

variation was observed for higher resistance values likely due to stochastic behavior of 

individual ions and defects. We observed that HRS switching variation showed much stronger 

relationship with HRS resistance (Figure 4-1b) as compared to LRS variation (Figure 4-1a). 

This is likely due to the semi-metallic nature of filament (Ohmic conduction) in the LRS 

regime and negligible impact of individual defects/traps states on current transport as observed 

in HRS regime, which triggers resistance variability [26]. Hence, the memory window- 

resistance variability trade-off becomes critical for HRS as shown in Figure 4-1d, where the 

majority of high MW RRAM cells show significantly large HRS switching variability. This 

trade-off is much relaxed for LRS resistances, where the majority of 1T1R cells with large 
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c) d) 

 

  
 

 
Figure 4-1: Resistance with switching variation for different a) LRS and b) HRS resistance values 

for 100+ tested RRAM cells. Memory window with normalized switching variation for c) LRS and 

d) HRS resistances. 
 

memory window showed lower switching variation (σR/R< 0.1) as depicted in Figure 4-1c. 

Hence, the primary focus was concentrated on optimization of memory window- cycle-to- 

cycle switching variability characteristics in HRS regime. A programming approach was 

needed to achieve the desired “target region” (MW> 30, σR/R< 0.5) to improve switching 

performance of fabricated RRAM cells. 

The switching performance of RRAM devices was first studied with a wide range of 

maximum operating current Imax values. Imax is an important programming parameter to 

b) a) 
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b) 

a) 

modulate RRAM switching behavior since it impacts the SET resistance R and RESET current 

IRESET. To investigate Imax dependence on RRAM switching, switching characteristics of 

devices were analyzed (shown in Figure 4-2a) for a wide range of Imax values (1 µA – 1.5 mA). 

Two distinct device failure regions were observed in switching endurance characteristics with 

Imax variation. 1000 cycles of SET/RESET switching pulses were applied for each Imax value. 

 

 

Maximum Operating Current Imax (µA) c) Maximum Operating Current Imax (µA) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-2: a) Switching endurance of fabricated 1T1R cell with different maximum operating 

current Imax. Cumulative frequency plot of b) LRS and c) HRS values with Imax. 
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“SET failure” was observed for very low Imax (<15 µA) when the device failed to switch to 

LRS due to absence of enough oxygen vacancies in depletion gap region. For Imax> 1.35 mA, 

the devices showed “RESET failure” due to possible accumulation of too many oxygen 

vacancies, and hence the inability to undergo depletion gap formation by RESET pulses. A 

greater Imax likely results in a larger effective CF cross-section during SET transition [15], 

hence gradually reduces LRS as illustrated in switching endurance plot in Figure 4-2a and 

cumulative frequency plot in Figure 4-2b. Figure 4-2c shows cumulative frequency plot for 

HRS resistance values extracted from switching endurance plot in Figure 4-2a. With Imax < 890 

µA, the operating current did not show any significant impact on the HRS distribution (Figure 

4-2c). Larger values of programming current are likely to cause a significant increase in the 

size of the conductive filament, which results in lower filament re-oxidation by same amplitude 

RESET pulses; hence gradual decrease in HRS at higher Imax values. Too large of an Imax value 

eventually pushes the device in RESET failure regime as illustrated in Figure 4-2a. 

A comprehensive statistical analysis of different switching metrics was carried out with 

Imax variation, which would enable device performance optimization with regards to 

programming current. Increase in current resulted in gradual reduction in LRS due to 

expansion of CF diameter and it follows an asymptotic variation relationship as demonstrated 

in inset of Figure 4-3a. For 100 µA< Imax< 800 µA, an average HRS resistance values of >100 

kΩ (Figure 4-3a) could be achieved which resulted in >30 memory window (Figure 4-3c) for 

that operating current range. As shown in Figure 4-3c, both SET/RESET failure conditions 

due to excessively high and low programming current result in collapse of HRS/LRS 

programming window. 
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c) 
d) 

 

  
 

 
Figure 4-3: Impact of maximum operating current Imax on RRAM switching metrics: a) LRS and HRS 

resistances. The inset shows data fitting on LRS with Imax. b) VSET and VRESET voltages, c) memory 

window and d) LRS and HRS switching variability. 
 

We also investigated Imax dependency on switching threshold voltages VSET and VRESET. 

The impact of Imax on VSET/VRESET could be understood by voltage-controlled kinetics of 

SET/RESET transition in RRAM devices [27-28]. Lower Imax values result in smaller filament 

cross-sectional area; hence larger threshold voltage is required to trigger sufficient movements 

of ionized defects in CF area for SET transition. Conversely, too large of Imax causes larger 

filament cross-section and much smaller threshold voltage is required to induce SET transition. 

This trend is shown in Figure 4-3b where higher VSET value was observed for lower Imax values 

and vice-versa. The VSET toggles around a stable value for a wide range of programming 

b) a) 
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current window. Noticeably, the switching threshold voltage for RESET (VRESET) follows a 

similar trend to that of VSET. An increased VSET range results in more robust reduction of 

filament causing significant reduction in device resistance, hence larger VRESET voltage would 

be needed for creating the dielectric barrier. This could also be explained as, for a large VRESET 

range, a more robust dielectric barrier with much larger resistivity is formed, requiring larger 

VSET to break the dielectric barrier and switch the device to LRS [15]. Conversely, a smaller 

VSET leads to subsequent reduction in VRESET voltage required for CF reoxidation. This 

switching energy inter-dependence between SET/RESET process was utilized later for device 

switching optimization. Figure 4-3d shows the cycle-to-cycle switching variability for HRS 

and LRS resistances with Imax variation. For higher range of current values, LRS variation 

reduces with increase in Imax due to better averaging of stochastic movements of increasing 

number of defects in the CF. Unless operated at SET/RESET failure regime, a stable cycle-to- 

cycle HRS variability was observed for a wide programming current window. Overall, a very 

stable HRS/LRS programming window (Figure 4-3c) and switching variability (Figure 4-3d) 

were achieved for a wide range of Imax (100 µA- 800 µA). Since low switching power is 

preferred for RRAM operation, Imax of 100 µA was chosen for subsequent optimization 

analysis. 

It has been shown that HRS resistances can be modulated with maximum applied 

negative voltage for RESET [29]. Hence, the applied negative voltage Vneg is another important 

programming parameter to optimize switching behavior in fabricated 1T1R cells. We 

investigated switching performance of fabricated devices with respect to Vneg voltage for 

RESET. Figure 4-4 shows the switching performance of RRAM device till 103 cycles for 

different Vneg values. An increase in maximum negative voltage causes significant increase in 
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Device 
Failure 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-4: a) Switching endurance of fabricated 1T1R cell with different maximum applied 

negative voltage for RESET Vneg. b) switching I-V characteristics and c) IRESET/Imax ratio for different 

Vneg values. 
 
 

HRS resistances due to increase in depletion gap length. In the ruptured portion of the filament, 

the insulating gap offers a potential barrier and inhibits current transport through the gap 

region. With an increase in Vneg, the length of the depletion gap increases which in turn 

increases the potential barrier to electron transport resulting in higher HRS resistance of the 

device [26]. This increase in HRS resistance however was observed for a certain Vneg range. 

Above Vneg of -1.6 V, the HRS resistance saturates and no further increase in resistance was 

observed. Device failure occurred at Vneg of -1.9 V after few cycles of switching when the 

applied pulse strength was too high for reliable switching. The RESET pulse width was kept 

at 1 µs for this experiment. 
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Figure 4-5: a) Switching current-voltage characteristics of fabricated 1T1R cell for different applied 

negative voltage for RESET Vneg: a) Vneg = -1.5 V (yielded device); b) Vneg = -1.9 V (onset of 

failure); c) Vneg = -2 V (device failure) d) RRAM HRS current read at -0.2 V for Vneg of -1.5, -1.9 

and -2 V. 

To better understand failure mechanism in our RRAM device, Figure 4-5 shows the switching 

current-voltage characteristics for RRAM device with three different Vneg voltages 

representing yielded device (Figure 4-5a), onset of failure (Figure 4-5b) and device failure 

(Figure 4-5c) phenomenon. RESET pulse width tRESET and maximum positive voltage 

amplitude for SET was kept fixed at 1 µs and 2.5 V for this analysis. The SET/RESET process 

is relatively balanced at Vneg = -1.5 V; hence the device exhibits good switching performance 

with an Roff/Ron ratio of >30 as revealed by the I-V plot in Figure 4-5a. The superior switching 

performance could also be qualitatively understood from device CF cross-sectional schematic 

(b) 

(d) 

(a) 

(c) 
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Figure 4-6: Cross-sectional schematic of RRAM conductive filament for different applied negative 

voltage Vneg: a) Vneg = -1.5 V (yielded device); b) Vneg = -1.9 V (onset of failure); c) Vneg = -2 V 

(device failure). 

 
in Figure 4-6a where Vneg of -1.5 V yielded a relatively large depletion gap length td. A larger 

depletion length reduces off-state current, increases HRS resistance and HRS/LRS resistance 

window. We observed a significant increase in peak RESET current IRESET (by ~400 µA) when 

Vneg voltage was increased to -1.9 V (shown by blue I-V curve in Figure 4-5b). We postulate 

the increase in IRESET at higher Vneg voltage is attributed to injection of defects into the filament 

from the bottom electrode- switching layer (BE-SL) interface and consequent increase in 

filament cross-section [30]. As a result of this defect injection, depletion gap length td is 

significantly reduced as illustrated in CF schematic for Vneg -1.9 V (Figure 4-6b). A reduced 

insulating gap length increases HRS current and reduces HRS/LRS programming window as 

seen in blue I-V characteristics in Figure 4-5b. The alarming increase in IRESET/Imax ratio and 

consequently, significant reduction in HRS/LRS resistance window at large peak negative 

voltage indicates device degradation and irreversible endurance failure is expected to happen 

when cycled with more switching pulses. A further increase in Vneg voltage significantly 

TiN 

Ti 

Defects 
injected 

TiN from BE 
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increases the IRESET current and consequently a complete collapse in HRS/LRS window can be 

observed in current-voltage characteristics for Vneg = -2 V (Figure 4-5c). As illustrated in 

Figure 4-6c, the depletion barrier is completely shut off and a significant increase is filament 

dimension can be observed resulting in “leaky” RESET behavior. This leaky device 

characteristics is quantified in Figure 4-5d, where a significant increase in HRS read current 

IHRS was observed for Vneg of -2 V, as compared to lower Vneg voltages. In this scenario, the 

defect migration rate from the BE-SL interface into the filament is much higher as compared 

to defects migration rate from the filament to the top electrode (TE) resulting in large expansion 

of CF cross-section. Large CF dimension also inhibits SET transition since voltage drop across 

the filament is much smaller compared to VSET and repetitive cycling with switching pulses 

continue to increase filament size (hence IRESET current) resulting in irreversible device failure. 

To confirm this hypothesis of increased defects density during irreversible device 

failure, a current transport mechanism analysis was conducted for Vneg = -1.5 V (yield 

condition) and Vneg = -2 V (failure condition). Figure 4-7 illustrates difference between 

electrical conduction behaviors observed at yield and failure conditions. At Vneg of -1.5 V, ln(J) 

decreases linearly with 1/E, a characteristic of trap-assisted-tunneling (TAT) conduction 

behavior [31], illustrated in Figure 4-7a. J is current density in A/cm2 and E (unit: V/cm) is 

applied electric field across the device. The transport mechanism changes to ohmic conduction 

at Vneg = -2 V, in which ln(J) has a logarithmic decrease with 1/E (Figure 4-7b) i.e., J increases 

linearly with increase in E, as shown in inset of Figure 4-7b. The change in current transport 

mechanism (from TAT to ohmic) at higher Vneg voltage is attributed to increased oxygen 

vacancy concentration and consequent increase in CF conductivity [32], accounted by 
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Figure 4-7: Conduction mechanism analysis of RRAM device demonstrating a) trap-assisted 

tunneling (TAT) and b) ohmic conduction for Vneg = -1.5 V (yield condition) and -2 V (failure 

condition), respectively. Schematic illustrations of c) TAT conduction at low vacancy concentration 

and d) ohmic conduction at high vacancy defects concentration in RRAM switching layer. 

 
following set of equations developed from results presented in [33,34] based on first principles 

simulations: 

𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝛽𝛽. 𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉0 . 𝑒𝑒 −
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (1) 

 

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎0 (1 − 𝛼𝛼); 𝛼𝛼 = 
𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉0

 
𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 

, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉0 < 𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 (2) 

 
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 = 0, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉0 ≥  𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 (3) 

In equations (1), (2) and (3), σCF (in S) is electrical conductivity of filament, β (S/m2) is pre- 

exponential factor, NVo is oxygen vacancy defects concentration in m-3, Ea (in eV) is activation 

energy, Ea0 is activation energy at NVo = 0, NTAT represents the threshold vacancy defects 
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concentration above which the conduction mechanism changes from TAT (non-linear I-V) to 

ohmic (linear I-V), α quantifies the ratio between CF vacancy density NVo and TAT threshold 

concentration NTAT. According to equation (2), conduction activation energy decreases with 

increase in defect concentration NVo, which consequently increases σCF (equation 1). Hence, 

the increased conductivity at failure condition, is due to change in conduction mechanism i.e., 

TAT conduction with low NVo concentration for Vneg = -1.5 V (Figure 4-7c) to semi-metallic 

ohmic conduction with high NVo concentration Vneg = -2 V (Figure 4-7d). 

Notably, the integrated NMOS transistor is biased with relatively large gate voltage to 

minimize series resistance in current conduction path during RESET operation of RRAM 

device. Hence, unlike SET, the transistor does not act as current limiter during RESET 

operation, which creates a significant asymmetry between IRESET and Imax during device failure. 

This asymmetry is quantitively expressed in IRESET/Imax ratio averaged over first 10 I-V 

switching cycles plotted with applied negative voltage for RESET in Figure 4-8. The ratio is 

close to 1 up to Vneg of -1.8 V which reflects similar shape and size of CF for both SET/RESET 

process. For -1.9 V and – 2 V, the IRESET/Imax ratio is significantly larger than 1 due to injection 
 

 
Figure 4-8: IRESET/Imax ratio with variation in applied Vneg voltage. 
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a) 

Saturation 
Region 

HRS 
Exponential 
Increment 

 
 
 

Device 
Failure 
Region 

b) 

of defects into filament and larger filament dimension resulting in large IRESET. A ratio of >>1 

between IRESET and Imax is an indication of notable asymmetry of filament size in SET/RESET 

process, resulting in device performance degradation and in most cases, irreversible device 

failure. 

To maximize the switching performance of fabricated RRAM cells with respect to Vneg 

voltage, we investigated the impact of Vneg on various switching metrics of devices. Figure 4- 

9a shows HRS and LRS resistance mean values with relative errors extracted for 103 switching 

 

c) d) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-9: a) Impact of Vneg voltage on average LRS and HRS resistances b) fitted HRS resistance 

with Vneg showing exponential HRS variation c) memory window and d) HRS switching variation 

of RRAM device with Vneg values. 
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cycles for a wide range of Vneg values (-1 to -2.2 V). Three distinct operation regions were 

observed for HRS modulation: 

• -1 V ≤ Vneg ≤ -1.5 V: exponential decay in HRS resistance with decrease in Vneg (shown 

in Figure 4-9b). R2 value of 0.99549 demonstrates excellent goodness of fit for the 

exponential fitting model used in Figure 4-9b. The exponential increase in HRS 

resistance with Vneg is due to increase in dielectric barrier length and reduction in HRS 

current. 

• For -1.6 V ≤ Vneg ≤ -1.8 V; a saturation region (green shade in Figure 4-9a) was 

observed for HRS modulation where no further increase in HRS resistance could be 

achieved with Vneg increase. This is likely due to increased number of defects in the 

insulating gap region injected from BE-SL interface which compensates for the 

increase in depletion gap amplitude and hence no significant increase in RESET 

resistance is achievable. 

• For -1.9 V ≤ Vneg ≤ -2.1 V; HRS resistance considerably drops to low resistance value 

and HRS/LRS resistance window collapses resulting in device failure (yellow shaded 

region in Figure 4-9a). This could be attributed to large increase in HRS current and 

CF dimension expansion as explained in Figure 4-5 and 4-6. 

No remarkable impact on LRS was observed with change in Vneg. Hence memory window 

followed similar trend to that of HRS modulation with Vneg variation as shown in Figure 4-9c. 

For optimum memory window, it is preferable to operate at saturation HRS region i.e., -1.6 V 

≤ Vneg ≤ -1.8 V. Figure 4-9d shows the cycle-to-cycle switching variability with Vneg voltage. 

Observably, HRS/LRS switching variability does not show any remarkable variation for a wide 

range of Vneg values (-1.4 to -1.8 V). For lower Vneg values (-1 to -1.3 V), the conductivity of 
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c
 

b) c) 

HRS is comparatively higher due to presence of relatively large number of defects; hence better 

averaging effect of stochastic movements of defects yields lower switching variation at the 

cost of low memory window. For Vneg > -1.9V, the device is pushed into the failure region and 

a significant increase in LRS switching variability was observed due to incomplete SET event. 

It is also important to understand the dependence of device switching metrics with pulse 

time as RESET pulse time can impact the total energy provided to the system that controls the 

RESET switching kinetics. Figure 4-10a shows the impact of RESET pulse width tRESET (100 

a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4-10: a) Switching endurance of fabricated RRAM cell for different RESET pulse width 

tRESET and amplitude Vneg. Impact of tRESET on b) memory window, and c) HRS switching variation 

for different Vneg values. 
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ns – 1 ms) on RRAM switching endurance for different pulse amplitude Vneg values (-1 V to - 
 

1.8 V). 1000 SET/RESET switching cycles were applied for each pulse width condition and 

extracted switching parameters were analyzed. For Vneg -1 to -1.4 V, a gradual increase in HRS 

distribution was observed with increase in tRESET. However, for Vneg ≥ -1.6 V, a saturation 

region is reached where the HRS cannot increase further with increase in tRESET. The mean 

saturation resistance (averaged over 103 switching cycles) was extracted to be ~400 kΩ. This 

loosely bounds the upper limit of mean HRS resistance achievable with our fabricated devices. 

Further increase in resistance would need process tuning during RRAM device stack 

fabrication. At, Vneg = -1.8 V and tRESET = 1 ms, the RESET pulse has too much total power 

for reliable device operation and causes device failure. This demonstrates device operation 

strongly depends on total switching energy during RESET operation. As expected, the RESET 

amplitude/pulse width variation had minimal impact on the LRS. The MW showed a similar 

trend compared to the HRS where HRS/LRS resistance ratio saturated for Vneg = -1.6 V for all 

tRESET values (Figure 4-10b). Lower HRS switching variability was observed with lower tRESET 

(≤ 1µs) for all Vneg values as illustrated in Figure 4-10c. This is most likely due to lower Joule 

heating, which could reduce the stochasticity of independent defects in insulating gap region 

at lower RESET pulse width [35]. Since, the cycle-to-cycle switching variation is minimum at 

lower pulse widths and the memory window is maximum at saturation voltage amplitude (Vneg 

> -1.6 V), it is preferable to program the devices at saturation Vneg and lower tRESET for optimum 
 

memory window- switching variability balance. Hence, Imax = 100 µA, Vneg = -1.6 V, tRESET = 

100 ns were chosen for further optimization steps. 

To understand the impact of device failure with respect to both RESET pulse amplitude 

and time; we analyzed memory window with RESET switching energy as plotted in Figure 4- 
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11. RESET switching energy is a function of both RESET pulse width and amplitude given by 
 

equation (4):  
E = 𝑡𝑡0+𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘   𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡)𝐼𝐼 

 
 (𝑡𝑡) ⅆ𝑡𝑡 

 
 

(4) 
RESET ∫𝑡𝑡0

 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4-11: Memory Window as a function of RESET switching energy for fabricated RRAM 

devices. The region above the blue dashed line is the device yield region and the region below that 

line indicates device failure region. 
 

Where ERESET is total energy for one RESET switching cycle, t0 is the initial time for the 

applied pulse, tRESET is RESET pulse width, IRESET is the total current flowing through RRAM 

device during RESET voltage pulse. Based on statistical analysis of RRAM switching 

performance, an upper and lower bound of critical ERESET were observed which impacts RRAM 

device yield. Yield criteria was defined by memory window > 2 averaged over 1000 

SET/RESET switching cycles and is denoted by blue dashed line in Figure 4-11. Devices 

showed switching yield when “10 nJ< ERESET< 10 µJ” condition was satisfied. “Too low” (< 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Failure Region 

 
 
 
 

Failure 
Region 

Yield 
Region 
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10 nJ) or “too high” (> 10 µJ) RESET switching energy dissipation caused device failure. This 

upper and lower limit of ERESET determines maximum/minimum pulse time and amplitude 

required for reliable programming of RRAM devices. 

A similar study was performed with respect to the SET pulse width tSET and pulse 

amplitude Vpos (Figure 4-12). Figure 4-12a shows RRAM LRS/HRS resistances up to 103 

switching cycles with each SET pulse width (100 ns – 1 ms) for different SET pulse amplitude 

Vpos values. No remarkable dependency of HRS resistances with tSET was observed, as can be 

seen from the switching characteristics in Figure 4-12a. The LRS resistance, however, 

a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-12: a) Switching endurance of RRAM device for different SET pulse width tSET and 

amplitude Vpos. Impact of tSET on b) LRS resistance, and c) memory window for different Vpos values. 

c) 
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gradually decreases with increase in tSET and amplitude Vpos (Figure 4-12b). This is attributed 

to higher injection of ionized defects (positively charged oxygen vacancies) and field enhanced 

defects generation in the dielectric barrier region, reconstructing the ruptured filament portion 

[36]. This phenomenon is explained in Figure 4-13 showing CF evolution during RESET- SET 

transition. A positive bias applied to top electrode, injects defects in depletion 

RESET SET: Vpos = 1.5 V, tSET = 100 ns SET: Vpos = 3 V, tSET = 100 µs 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4-13: Cross-sectional schematic of RRAM conductive filament evolution showing RESET 

to SET transition with different SET pulse conditions. 

 
gap region, increases defects concentration and diameter of conductive filament D within gap 

region. 

A larger amplitude SET voltage (Vpos) increases number of defects injected causing 

more increase in CF diameter in the gap region, resulting in larger decrease in LRS resistance. 

The filament resistance during SET operation can be modeled using rate equation for growth 

of CF diameter D [18]. Equation (5) and (6) express SET switching kinetics: 

𝑑𝑑(𝐷𝐷) 
 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎0−𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 

= 𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒− 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (5) 

TiN 
 

Ti 

TiN 

TiN 
 

Ti 

TiN 

TiN 

Ti 

td 

TiN 
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A is pre-exponential factor, Ea0 is the activation energy of defects migration with no applied 

voltage, α is fractional constant, Vpos is the applied positive voltage for SET operation. The 

conductive filament resistance as a function of CF diameter D can be expressed by: 

𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 4𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻2 

𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷2 
(6) 

 

δCF is the resistivity of conductive filament, tHfO2 is the HfO2 switching layer thickness. As can 

be seen from equation (5), a larger Vpos reduces the numerator part in equation and the rate of 

filament diameter growth d(D)/dt increases. An increase in filament diameter D reduces CF 

resistance RCF based on equation (6). With increased SET pulse width tSET, programming 

current flows through the device for longer amount of time increasing local CF temperature T 

due to joule heating and increases CF diameter growth governed by equation (5). Hence, both 

SET voltage amplitude Vpos and pulse width tSET could be used to modulate LRS resistance 

and consequently achieve target HRS/LRS resistance window. Notably, contrary to the RESET 

process, no saturation was observed in the LRS modulation by tSET for any Vpos values, as can 

be seen from Figure 4-12b. Maximum memory windows were achieved for Vpos of 2 V and 

2.5 V by optimum SET/RESET balance (Figure 4-12c). Too high (3 V) or too low (1 V and 
 

1.5 V) Vpos negatively impacts the balance, and hence, lowers HRS/LRS ratio. 
 

So far, we have investigated SET/RESET switching kinetics individually and its impact 

on RRAM switching metrics. However, it is imperative that optimum switching performance 

in RRAM device can be achieved through optimum balance between both SET and RESET 

processes. To understand the SET/RESET balance in depth, a switching study was conducted 

varying both Vpos and Vneg keeping tSET and tRESET at 100 ns for low switching variability. 

Shorter pulse times are also preferred for designing low power memory cells and reliable 

devices [37]. It should be noted that minimum pulse width of 100 ns used for the analysis were 
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Figure 4-14: Impact of Vpos on a) memory window, and d) HRS switching variation for different 

RESET amplitude Vneg values. 
 
 

limited by the experiment instrument capability. As depicted in Figure 4-14a, Vneg of -1.6 V 

with Vpos = 2 V and 2.5 V showed the largest memory window (> 45) by optimally balancing 

the SET/RESET process. With operation at lower pulse width (100ns), both LRS and HRS 

showed reasonable switching variation unless operated at Vneg = -1.8 V and Vpos of 1.5 V, 

where the device is pushed towards the “failure” regime and the switching performance 

degrades (Figure 4-14b). 

Figure 4-15a and 4-15b show switching endurance of a typical “failed” and “yielded” 

RRAM cell for “unbalanced” and “balanced” SET/RESET conditions, respectively. For the 

unbalanced condition, a drift in device resistance was observed resulting in collapse of 

HRS/LRS programming window post few SET/RESET switching cycles. On the other hand, 

the balanced switching condition yielded superior switching endurance behavior resulting in 

large memory window of ~50X enforcing the need of optimum RRAM operation parameters 

(b) (a) 
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50X 

 

 
 

Figure 4-15: Switching endurance of RRAM cells for a) unbalanced programming condition 

causing device failure and b) balanced programming condition resulting a yielded device with 50X 

HRS/LRS programming window. 

 

for superior switching performance of 1T1R cells. Henceforth, Imax = 100 µA, Vneg = -1.6 V, 

tRESET = 100 ns, Vpos = 2 V, tSET = 100 ns were chosen as operating conditions for statistically 

significant full wafer and long cycling switching analysis. 

We investigated long term reliability for the fabricated devices programmed with 

optimal SET/RESET balance conditions. Figure 4-16a shows excellent long-term switching 

endurance characteristics (up to 1B cycles) for a typical optimized RRAM cell. The device 

showed an impressive Roff/Ron ratio of 47.5 with reasonable switching variation of 0.43 for 

HRS and 0.12 for LRS (Figure 4-16b). The device also showed excellent data retention 

performance at 373K with highly stable programming window and no visible HRS/LRS 

a) b) 
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c) 

a) b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4-16: a) Switching endurance up to 1B cycle, and b) corresponding HRS and LRS 

cumulative frequency plot of optimized 1T1R cell. c) Data retention for two different HRS and LRS 

resistance levels at 373K. 

 
degradation until 105 seconds (Figure 4-16c). 

 
Finally, we present full 300 mm wafer switching statistics of optimized RRAM 

switching conditions. 10 individual 1T1R cells on every other die across 300mm wafer (a 

cumulative 83 dies, total 830 devices) were tested for this full wafer statistical analysis. The 
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b) c) 

 
 

 

Figure 4-17: Full 300 mm wafer statistics for a) memory window, b) cycle-to-cycle HRS switching 

variability, c) cell-to-cell HRS switching variability using optimized operation conditions: Imax = 

100 µA, Vneg = -1.6 V, tRESET = 100 ns, Vpos = 2 V, tSET = 100 ns. 
 
 

optimized scheme showed excellent switching performance with the majority of die showing 

impressive memory window ranging from 30-50 (denoted by green color in Figure 4-17a), low 

cycle-to-cycle switching variation where devices in majority dies showed sigma values ranging 

from 0.3-0.5 (Figure 4-17b). The optimized cells also exhibited low cell-to-cell HRS 

switching variations illustrated in Figure 4-17c demonstrating efficiency of our optimization 

algorithm and manufacturing process. 

a) 
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Table 4-1 summarizes the comprehensive statistical anslysis of RRAM cells 

programmed with optimized switching conditions (Imax = 100 µA, Vneg = -1.6 V, tRESET = 100 

ns, Vpos = 2 V, tSET = 100 ns) for both center region and full wafer. Designed algorithm helped 

1T1R cells achieve >200 kΩ mean HRS resistance and ~6 kΩ LRS resitance yielding a 

memory window >30 in center region of the wafer. A slight reduction in mean LRS and HRS 

resistances were observed in full wafer switching statistics as compared to center region of the 

wafer. This is due to inclusion of edge region devices with leakier LRS and HRS behavior. 

Overall, a memory window > 30, ~0.45 cycle-to-cycle switching variability and ~0.3 cell-to- 

cell switching variability were achieved across full wafer with our designed optimization 

approach. We also investigated switching yield of RRAM devices; the yield criteria were 

Table 4-1: Switching metrics statistics of fabricated HfO2 RRAM devices distributed across full wafer 

and center region ((-4, -4) to (4, 4) die coordinates) 
 

 

RRAM Switching Metric 
Full Wafer Center Region 

Mean Sigma Mean Sigma 

LRS Resistance (Ω) 5.36 k 1.15 k 6.03 k 0.8 k 

HRS Resistance (Ω) 178 k 81 k 206.01 k 65.9 k 

Memory Window 33 12.42 34 12.01 

Cycle-to-Cycle HRS 
Switching Variation (σR/R) 

0.45 0.11 0.44 0.12 

Cell-to-Cell HRS Switching 
Variation (σR/R) 

0.3 0.12 0.29 0.11 

Switching Yield (%) 80 20 90 10 
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(a) 

Pre-Optimization 

(b) 

Post-Optimization 

defined as cells exhibiting HRS/LRS memory window >2 averaged over 104 switching cycles. 

Excellent switching yield of ~90% were observed for center region devices of the wafer using 

our optimization algorithm. 

We investigated memory window and cycle-to-cycle switching variability 

characteristics for optimized cells and compared with pre-optimized RRAM devices. The pre- 

optimization characteristics are shown by blue circles in Figure 4-18a and green circles Figure 

4-18b shows the post-optimization behavior. The MW / HRS resistance variability trade-off 

was significantly improved post-optimization (Figure 4-18b) with the majority of 1T1R cells 

 

 
Figure 4-18: a) Pre-optimization and b) post-optimization memory window- HRS switching 

variation characteristics for 100+ 1T1R cells demonstrating switching improvement of fabricated 

RRAM devices with programming optimization algorithm. 
 

showing switching performance in/around the target region (green checked area: MW> 30, 

σR/R< 0.5) as compared to pre-optimization performance in Figure 4-18a. Achieving target 

region switching metrics based on full wafer scale measurements demonstrates superior 

switching behavior of RRAM devices could be attained through developed optimization 

algorithm. 
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4.4. Comparison with other studies 
 

Table 4-2 summarizes a comparative study of switching performance of our work with 

other HfO2 switching layer based RRAM devices with respect to key figures of merits: 

LRS/HRS resistances, memory window, HRS/LRS cycle-to-cycle switching variability and 

switching yield. As explained before and now can be verified from the table that on-state LRS 

resistance are more immune to cycle-to-cycle stochasticity as compared to HRS due to semi- 

metallic nature of conductive filament. A clear trend between HRS resistance magnitude and 

switching variability can be observed with relative variation σR/R increases with increase in 

RHRS. Ambrogio et al. [40] showed low σR/R of 0.25 for HRS of 20 kΩ. However, the relative 

variation increased to 0.6 when HRS resistance was increased to 250 kΩ. Among these studies, 

Zhao et al. [42] achieved maximum mean HRS resistance i.e., 1 MΩ by application of large 

RESET voltage (> -3 V). Though the achieved high resistance was averaged only for 30 

Table 4-2: Comparison of key switching figure of merits for several HfO2-based RRAM devices 

reported in literature 
 

 
 

Reference 

 
 

RRAM Device 

 
Mean LRS 
Resistance 

 
Mean HRS 
Resistance 

 
Memory 
Window 

Cycle-to-Cycle 
Switching 

Variability in 
LRS (σR/R) 

Cycle-to-Cycle 
Switching 

Variability in 
HRS (σR/R) 

 
Switching 

Yield 

Balatti [30] TiN/ HfOx/ Ti 35 kΩ 200 kΩ 6 0.5 1.5 - 

Molas [38] TiN/ HfO2/ Ti 3 kΩ 25 kΩ 8 0.06 0.5 - 

Grossi [39] TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 12 kΩ 25 kΩ 2.1 0.145 0.31 86% 

 
Ambrogio 

[40] 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 

10 kΩ 250 kΩ - 0.3 0.6 - 

6 kΩ 20 kΩ - 0.1 0.25 - 

Chen [37] TiN/ HfO2/ Hf/ TiN 20 kΩ 300 kΩ 15 - - - 

Su [41] TiN/ HfO2/ Ti 10 kΩ 200 kΩ 20 - - - 

Zhao [42] Pt/ HfO2/ TiN - 1 MΩ - - > 1 - 

 
This Work TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 

 
6 kΩ 

 
200 kΩ 

 
33 

 
0.03 

 
0.44 

 
90% 
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switching cycles and the device showed much larger cycle-to-cycle HRS variability (σR/R >1). 

A careful inspection of studies presented in Table 4-2 yield that our devices show optimal 

balance among key switching metrics: HRS resistance, memory window and switching 

variability. In addition, low cell-to-cell variability and ~90% switching yield demonstrate 

superior reliability of fabricated RRAM devices in this work, optimized with process tuning 

and programming parameters. 

A comparison analysis was also conducted for long term reliability of RRAM devices. 

Table 4-3 shows comparsion among various HfO2 based high endurance RRAM devices 

reported in literature. As illustrated in Table 4-3, resistive switching devices with endurance 

upto 1010 switching cycles have been reported for different types of HfO2 based RRAM cells. 

Table 4-3: Comparison of various HfO2-based high endurance (≥1010 switching cycles) RRAM 
devices reported in literature 

Reference RRAM device Vpos/ 
tSET 

Vneg/ 
tRESET 

Endurance 
Cycles Retention Endurance Plot 

 
Chand 
[43] 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Ti 

 
3.5V/ 
30ns 

 
-3V/ 
30ns 

 

1010 

 
104 secs @ 

125ºC 

 

 
 

Chen [37] 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Hf/ 

TiN 

 
1.8V/ 
5ns 

 
-3V/ 
10ns 

 

1010 

 

- 

 

 
 

Lee [8] 
 

HfOx based 

 
1.4V/ 
40ns 

 
-1.6V/ 
40ns 

 

1010 

 
- 

 
 
Beckmann 

[44] 

 
W/ HfO2/ Ti/ 

TiN 

 
1.5V/ 
100ns 

 
-1.5V/ 
100ns 

 

1010 

 
- 

 

 
 

This 
Work 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ 

TiN 

 
2V 

100ns 

 
-1.6V 
100ns 

 

>1010 

 
105 secs @ 

100ºC 
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In this work, excellent memory reliability characteristics i.e. switching endurance upto 
 

~2.1x1010 cycles and data retention upto 105 seconds, are demonstrated for optimized HfO2 

1T1R cell. 

 
4.5. Conclusion 

 
We demonstrated excellent 1T1R performance metrics with respect to memory 

window, switching variability and switching yield on a full 300mm wafer scale via an optimal 

balance of programming current, SET/RESET pulse width and amplitude conditions. The 

optimization approach helped to improve the trade-off between the memory window and 

switching variation. It provides critical insight into the operation of our HfO2 RRAM cells to 

enable optimum device switching. The devices showed excellent endurance (>1010 switching 

cycles) and data retention performance at elevated temperature (105 s at 373K). Demonstration 

of superior switching metrics for CMOS integrated 100 nm x 100 nm RRAM cells at 300mm 

wafer scale establishes the promising potential of RRAM devices as possible replacement of 

NAND flash memory by meeting high volume manufacturing requirements of the 

semiconductor industry. Future efforts would include investigation of analog switching and 

multi-level cell behavior of RRAM devices for neuromorphic applications. 
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5. Multi-Level-Cell and Analog Synaptic Functionality of Nanoscale HfO2 

RRAM devices 

 
Two of key features of resistive random-access memory (RRAM) are multi-level-cell 

(MLC) switching and analog synaptic behavior, making them a promising future generation 

non-volatile memory technology for large data storage and neuromorphic computing 

applications. In this chapter both these features are investigated in-depth for HfO2 RRAM 

devices. In section 5.1, I discuss multi-level-cell behavior, while analog synaptic functionality 

of fabricated RRAM devices is presented in section 5.2 of this chapter. 

 
5.1. Multi-Level-Cell functionality 

 
Multi-level-cell (MLC) technology is one of the key traits of RRAM devices since it 

increases storage capacity of memory cell making them useful for high density data storage 

applications. In this work, the MLC behavior of CMOS integrated HfO2 based 1T1R devices 

are investigated and optimized. The organization of this section is as follows: in 5.1.1 sub- 

section, I briefly introduce the multi-level-cell concept and its implementation in RRAM 

devices. Several programming schemes for MLC implementation in RRAM devices are 

analyzed in sub-section 5.1.2. In section 5.1.3, a comparison of our work with other relevant 

studies is presented. In 5.1.4 I summarize my overall findings. 

5.1.1. Background 
 

Modern day data intensive computing applications require non-volatile storage class 

memory devices with low power ultra-high density data storage capability and fast access 

speeds [1-2]. Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) is considered to be one such 
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promising next generation non-volatile memory technologies, owing to their CMOS capability, 

simple metal-insulator-metal (MIM) based structure with fab friendly materials, potential of 

ultra-high density integration (> 1 GB), fast operation speed (<10 ns), high endurance (>109 

cycles) and retention (~10 years), small footprint (4F2) and low energy consumption (pJ/bit) 

[3-7]. Among these the most critical aspect of next generation memory technology design is 

increasing the storage capacity of memory cell in a cost-effective way for an efficient bit-cost 

scalable data storage solution [8-9]. The ever-increasing demand of low cost and high-density 

memory requirements can obviously be fulfilled by continuously scaling down the physical 

dimensions of memory cells. One other suggested approach is implementation of stacked 3- 

dimensional crossbar or vertical memory architectures [10-11]. Both approaches however 

suffer from implementation challenges, fabrication complexities and corresponding 

increments in cost [12-13]. 

Multi-level-cell (MLC) technology is viewed as one of the simpler alternatives as low-cost 

high-density data storage solution since using this technology, more than one bit per cell can 

be stored without reducing physical dimension of memory cell allowing for improved cell 

storage capacity in a cost-efficient manner [14]. RRAM devices have shown to demonstrate 

MLC capability through reconfiguring cells into multiple resistance/conductance states under 

the stimuli of current, voltage and pulse time [15-16]. The programmed resistance states in 

HfO2 based RRAM devices though suffer from intrinsic variability originating from stochastic 

filament formation and dissolution-based switching process in RRAM cells [17]. Large 

variability causes significant overlap among achieved multi-level resistance states posing 

serious challenge in MLC operation with HfO2 based RRAM devices. For reliable MLC 

operation, precise control over resistance states with low variability and randomness is 
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imperative [18]. To the best of my knowledge, to-date, only 8 distinct non-overlapping 

resistance states have been achieved in MLC operation for HfO2 RRAM devices. In this work, 

we have demonstrated 10 non-overlapping conductance levels for our CMOS-integrated 

nanoscale HfO2 RRAM devices fabricated on 300 mm wafer platform. A combined current- 

voltage control-based algorithm enabled low worst case variability in achieved multi- 

conductance levels. A comparison with other reports on RRAM MLC operation reveal that our 

work outperforms others with respect to key MLC figure of metrics: maximum number of non- 

overlapping levels and lowest variability in resistance levels. 

5.1.2. Programming schemes for MLC implementation 
 

As discussed in background section, multi-level-cell (MLC) functionality is one of the key 

traits in NVM devices for high density mass storage applications. Three programming schemes 

were designed for investigation and optimization of MLC properties of fabricated RRAM 

devices: a) current control based, b) voltage-control based and c) combination of current- and 

voltage-control based. 

5.1.2.1. Current control-based programming 
 

In the current control-based MLC scheme, multiple conductance levels were achieved by 

varying maximum operating current Imax of RRAM device. The change in Imax was achieved 

through gate voltage modulation of an integrated NMOS transistor. Figure 5-1a shows MLC 

characteristics of a typical 1T1R cell. 10 conductance levels were achieved with Imax variation 

from 100 µA to 325 µA. Each conductance level was demonstrated for 1000 SET pulse cycles 

and the minimum and maximum values of mean conductance were extracted to be 0.14 and 

0.29 mS. The cycle-to-cycle relative variation in conductance (σ/µ) for these 10 levels are 
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Figure 5-1: MLC by current control-based algorithm: a) Multiple conductance levels achieved by 

Imax modulation; inset showing cycle-to-cycle variability for different conductance states with Imax. 
b) Conductance distribution for 64 cells in 8x8 1T1R array while inset showing cell-to-cell 

variations for those 8x8 array cells with change in Imax. 
 

plotted in the inset of Figure 5-1a. Since Imax control modulates low resistance state (LRS) 

values of RRAM device, the relative conductance variation was found to be small (<0.03) for 

a wide range of Imax distribution. The current based MLC behavior was also investigated for 

8x8 1T1R arrays. Figure 5-1b shows conductance distribution for all 64 cells in 8x8 array. As 

expected, a gradual increase in mean conductance for array cells was observed with increase 

in Imax. Extracted cell-to-cell switching variation characteristics, shown in inset of Figure 5-1b, 

demonstrates that current control-based MLC programming scheme results in low multi-level 

conductance variation among multiple array cells with worst case conductance variation is 

found to be a moderate ~0.0175. 

The mechanism attributed to current based MLC behavior of RRAM cells are explained in 

current-voltage characteristics in Figure 5-2a and RRAM filamentary evolution schematic in 

Figure 5-2b. In Figure 5-2a, pulse I (absolute value) -V switching characteristics for 4 different 

Imax values (100, 200, 300, 400 µA) are shown. The LRS resistance values are measured at a 

(b) (a) 
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IRESET 
(a) 

ILRS ↑, 
RLRS ↓ 

read voltage of -0.2 V. Increase in Imax resulted in an increase in LRS current (ILRS) and 

consequently, decrease in LRS resistance (RLRS), shown by orange arrow in Figure 5-2a. 

Furthermore, an increase in RESET current magnitude (IRESET) was also noticed with increase 

in Imax. The applied positive and negative voltage for SET and RESET were kept fixed at 2.5 

V and -1.5 V, respectively. Increase in Imax results in lateral widening of conductive filament 

[19] formed inside switching layer HfO2, as shown in CF evolution schematics in Figure 5-2b. 
 
 

(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-2: a) RRAM current-voltage switching characteristics and b) 2-dimensional schematic of 

conductive filament evolution showing MLC capability with Imax modulation. 
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The increase in CF cross section and consequent reduction in CF resistance is governed by the 

following set of equations (Equations 1-4), following previous studies [20-21]: 

 
𝑑𝑑(𝐷𝐷) 

 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 

 
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎0−𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 

= 𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒− 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (1) 
 

𝑑𝑑(𝐷𝐷) ∝ exp (− 1) (2) 
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 𝑘𝑘 

 

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘0 + 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡ℎ. 𝐼𝐼2. 𝑅𝑅 (3) 
 

𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ≈ 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 4𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻2 

𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷2 
(4) 

 

The growth of CF diameter, D, is expressed by rate equation (Equation 1) where A is pre- 

exponential factor, Ea0 is the activation energy of defect migration with zero applied voltage, 

α is fractional constant, Vpos is the applied positive voltage for SET operation and T is CF 

temperature. The only variable in Equation 1 is CF temperature T since Vpos is kept same for 

all Imax variation. CF diameter D will grow exponentially with increase in T as shown by 

Equation 2. The temperature effect due to Joule heating is governed by Equation 3 in which T0 

is room temperature, Rth is effective thermal resistance, and I denotes current flowing through 

the CF. With an increase in I, CF temperature T increases in proportion to I2 and consequently 

CF diameter D increases based on Equation 2. Finally, the CF resistance (which is nearly equal 

to RLRS, since the integrated NMOS transistor offers significantly lower series resistance) has 

an inverse square relationship with CF diameter D shown by Equation 4. δCF is the resistivity 

of conductive filament, tHfO2 is the HfO2 switching layer thickness. Hence, a gradual change in 

Imax gradually changes CF diameter D; yields multiple resistance/conductance levels enabling 

observed MLC operation in fabricated RRAM cells. 
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5.1.2.2. Voltage control-based programming 
 

The current control-based programming scheme is efficient in achieving low variation in 

each conductance level; however, the conductance range of operation is small, liming total 

number of distinct achievable states for MLC operation. This is addressed in voltage control 

scheme where a wide conductance range was achieved through maximum applied voltage for 

RESET (Vneg) modulation, as demonstrated by Figure 5-3a. Vneg was varied from -1 to -1.8 V 

with -0.1 V step, keeping Imax constant at 120 µA. An increase in Vneg increases HRS 

(a) (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-3: MLC by voltage control-based algorithm in RRAM: a) Multiple conductance levels 

achieved by controlling maximum applied voltage for RESET (Vneg); inset showing mean 

conductance and cycle-to-cycle conductance variability for achieved multi-level states. b) 

Corresponding resistance cumulative distribution plot with change in Vneg. 
 

resistance, hence a sharp decrease in conductance was observed. The mean conductance value 

decreased from 0.075 mS to 0.01 mS when applied Vneg was increased from -1 V to -1.8 V, 

resulting in >7 conductance window, shown by inset of Figure 5-3a. However, contrary to the 

current-control based scheme, large cycle-to-cycle switching variations were observed in each 

conductance level with voltage-based programming method. The conductance variation 

becomes worse at higher Vneg voltage; and a relative conductance spread (σ/µ) of > 0.4 was 

Increase in 
Vneg 
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IHRS ↓, 
RHRS ↑ 

observed for lowest conductance value at Vneg = -1.8 V. Figure 5-3b shows cumulative 

frequency distribution of corresponding 9 different HRS levels. Even though a large resistance 

range of operation (~10 kΩ - ~200 kΩ) was achieved through Vneg modulation; significant 

overlap between successive resistance levels negatively impacts MLC behavior of fabricated 

RRAM cells. 

Figure 5-4a shows pulsed I (absolute value) -V switching characteristics for 4 different 

Vneg voltages: -1.2, -1.4, -1.6 and -1.8 V. The Imax and Vpos are fixed at 120 µA and 2.5 V, 

respectively. The HRS resistance values are read at -0.2 V, shown by the arrow. With increase 

in Vneg voltage, an increase in HRS current and consequently, decrease in HRS resistance can 

be observed from the I-V curve. Hence, 4 different HRS levels can be defined with applied 

RESET voltage variation. The voltage control-based MLC behavior is further elucidated in 

Figure 5-4b, in which Vneg based filamentary RESET switching kinetics is illustrated. RESET 

process involves rupture of conductive filament (formed during SET process) and creation of 

a depletion gap (td) [22]. The depletion gap acts as an insulation barrier during current flow in 

(a) (b) 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5-4: a) Fabricated RRAM device current-voltage switching characteristics and b) 2- 

dimensional schematic illustration of RESET filamentary switching kinetics showing multiple 

resistance states by Vneg modulation. 
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RESET operation. With increase in Vneg voltage, more portion of the CF can be ruptured in 

vertical direction, increasing td length. The growth of td can be expressed by the following rate 

equation (5): 

 
𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑) 

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 

 
= 𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒 

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎0−𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼∣𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛∣ 
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (5) 

 

Based on Wigner-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation the transmission probability for 

electrons (hence HRS current) across the depletion gap reduces exponentially with increase in 

td [23]. Multiple td values can be obtained with Vneg modulation, yielding multiple levels of 

HRS current (& hence HRS resistance) enabling voltage-based MLC operation. 

5.1.2.3. Current and Voltage control-based programming 
 

Current control-based programming scheme has the advantage of low switching variations 

in achieved levels at the cost of limited resistance/conductance range. Voltage based MLC 

algorithm offers a large conductance range but suffers from large switching variations, causing 

overlap among different conductance levels. However, large number of distinct levels for 

increasing storage density of memory cell, requires large conductance range with low 

switching variations in different levels. To achieve this, a combination of the current and 

voltage-based algorithms was designed for improving MLC capability of fabricated RRAM 

cells. In this combined approach, shown in Figure 5-5a, 8 distinct LRS levels were defined by 

large Imax variation from 50 µA to 1 mA and 2 distinct HRS levels were obtained for two 

different Vneg values i.e., -1.3 V and -1.7 V. The maximum operation current value was kept 

high (150 µA) for achieving the HRS states; since lower current operation has shown to 

significantly increase stochasticity in resistance levels due to reduced defects density leading 

to change in current transport mechanism [24]. The minimum usable margin, defined by 

difference between -3σ for upper level and +3σ for subsequent lower level, was determined to 

− 
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be 500 Ohms to define distinct non-overlapping MLC states. Using designed current/voltage 

combined approach, 10 distinct non-overlapping levels (8 LRS, 2 HRS) were achieved in a 

large conductance window (0.003- 1.1 mS; Gmax/Gmin>350). These 10 distinct conductance 

levels can be conveniently used in a 3 bits per cell storage allowing for storage density to be 3 

times higher as compared to single level memory cell with same silicon die area. Figure 5-5b 

shows data retention characteristics for achieved 10 distinct conductance levels. The retention 

measurement was conducted at 100ºC and read voltage of -0.2 V. The data demonstrates that 

the programmed distinct levels remain stable with no visible degradation in conductance values 

at elevated temperature up to 104 seconds and can be extrapolated up to 10 years confirming 

non-volatility of achieved MLC states. 

 
(a) (b) 

 
 

Figure 5-5: a) Multi-level-cell characteristics of RRAM device programmed with combined 

current-voltage control-based algorithm demonstrating 10 non-overlapping distinct conductance 

states (8 for LRS, 2 for HRS). b) Data retention characteristics of 10 distinct conductance states 

measured at 100ºC. 
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5.1.3. Comparison with other studies 
 

A quantitative comparison with other RRAM MLC studies was conducted and summarized 

in Table 5-1. The figures of merit used for this comparison are: the number of MLC states, the 

types of those resistance states, and the maximum resistance variations (ΔR/R) observed in 

those states. It should be noted from the table that various metal oxide switching layers (HfO2, 

TaOx, ZnO, TiOx) were considered for this MLC comparative analysis. It is evident that we 

have demonstrated maximum number (10) of non-overlapping resistance states for our HfO2 

RRAM devices programmed by current-voltage based MLC algorithm. Huang et al. were able 

to achieve 10 resistance states, however, a large overlap was observed among different HRS 

levels [27]. We also report lowest worst-case variation among achieved HRS/LRS MLC states, 

Table 5-1: Comparison of multi-level-cell performances for several metal oxide-based RRAM devices 

reported in literature 
 

 
Ref. 

 
RRAM stack 

(Bottom → Up) 

 
# of States 

 
Type of 

Resistance States 

Maximum Variation 
(ΔR/R) in Resistance 

Levels 

 
Zhao [25] Pt/ HfO2/ TiN 

 
8 7 HRS, 1 LRS; 

Overlapping HRS 
131% for HRS, not 
reported for LRS 

 
Tsigkourakos [26] Au/ TiO2−x / Ti/ TiN 

 
6 1 HRS, 5 LRS; 

Non-overlapping 
60% for HRS, 20% for 

LRS 
 

Prakash [24] Pt/ TaOx/ Ta/ W 
 

8 1 HRS, 7 LRS; 
Non-overlapping 

7% for LRS, not reported 
for HRS 

 
Huang [27] 

 
Pt/ a-ZnO/ Ag 

 
10 5 HRS, 5 LRS; 

Overlapping HRS 

 
Not reported 

 
Chen [28] TiN/ HfO2/ Zr/ W 

 
4 3 HRS, 1 LRS; 

Non-overlapping 

 
Not reported 

 
Yu [29] Pt/ AlOx/ HfOx/ TiN 

 
4 3HRS, 1LRS; 

Non-overlapping 

 
Not reported 

 
This Work TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 

 
10 2 HRS, 8 LRS; 

Non-overlapping 
57% for HRS, 16% for 

LRS 
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i.e. (ΔR/R)max ~57% for HRS and ~16% for LRS; compared to other reported HfOx based 

RRAM devices. Prakash et al. have demonstrated 7% worst-case LRS variation for Pt/ TaOx/ 

Ta/ W RRAM cell with no reported variation for HRS levels [24]. This is expected since TaOx 

is known to be intrinsically a superior switching medium as compared to HfO2 for lower 

stochasticity in RRAM device resistances [30]. Nevertheless, based on comparative analysis 

summarized in table 5-1, our RRAM devices show the maximum number of non-overlapping 

distinct states with low variability, demonstrating superior MLC capability for mass storage 

density. 

5.1.4. Conclusion 
 

To summarize, multi-level-cell (MLC) properties of fabricated TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 1T1R 

devices have been investigated and optimized. Three kinds of programming algorithms 

(current control based, voltage control based, and a combination of current-voltage control 

based algorithms) were analyzed for studying MLC behavior of RRAM devices. The current- 

voltage combined algorithm enabled 10 distinct conductance levels in a large programming 

window (>350) allowing for 3 bits per memory cell storage capacity. A comparison with other 

relevant studies reveal that our devices demonstrate maximum number of non-overlapping 

MLC states with low worst-case variability. The demonstrated superior MLC capability of 

fabricated RRAM cells make them useful for high density data storage applications. 

 
5.2. Analog synaptic functionality 

 
In this section, various programming approaches for improving analog synaptic behavior 

of HfO2 RRAM devices were studied. The organization of this section is as follows: the reader 

is first introduced to concepts of neuromorphic computing and analog RRAM based synapse 

implementations in section 5.2.1.  In 5.2.2,  I investigate several program algorithms for 
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optimizing synaptic response of RRAM devices. A comparative analysis with other relevant 

studies is presented in sub-section 5.2.3. In 5.2.4 I summarize key research findings of this 

work. 

5.2.1. Background 
 

Traditional von Neumann computing is increasingly facing a bottleneck due to slow 

and sequential data transfer between physically separated processing and memory unit, 

severely limiting data driven computing performance [31-32]. To overcome this ‘von- 

Neumann bottleneck’ brain-inspired neuromorphic computing is considered to be one of the 

most promising solutions to meet the requirements of future computing and next generation 

artificial intelligence systems [33-34]. Neuro-inspired architectures, loosely mimicking 

mechanism of human brain, use co-localized array of neurons and synapse like elements to 

combine computing and memory operations, making it much more energy efficient computing 

approach over conventional von-Neumann method [31,35]. Since the number of synapses 

required for neural network operation is significantly larger than number of neurons, 

researchers have focused on developing cost and energy-efficient, high density and scalable 

hardware solutions for synapse implementations in neuromorphic computing [36]. High 

density, analog, non-volatile memories like resistive random access memory (RRAM), can 

implement these synapses like elements in substantially faster and energy efficient way 

compared to CMOS based digital memory devices [37-42]. RRAM cells can emulate synaptic 

behavior by dynamically modulating its conductance values (representing synaptic weights) 

under the response of an input stimuli (voltage/time). Desirable properties of RRAM based 

synapse for neuromorphic computing include linear, gradual, and symmetric synaptic weight 

change i.e., conductance modulation, within a large conductance window for both SET and 
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RESET operations [43]. However, one major challenge in achieving this desired synaptic 

response is a compromise between SET/RESET linearity/symmetry and wide conductance 

window [44]. In this work, an incremental pulse-based algorithm was designed for improving 

synaptic response of fabricated HfO2 RRAM devices on 300 mm wafer platform. A read 

verification programming approach was later combined with incremental write algorithm for 

accurate control over analog intermediate conductance states in a large programming window. 

A carefully conducted comparative analysis with other HfO2 based RRAM synapse studies 

reveal that our devices show the best balance between key analog synapse metrics: linearity/ 

symmetry for increasing/decreasing conductance response and conductance window. 

Successful implementation of superior analog synaptic properties for our HfO2 RRAM devices 

make them exciting candidates as synapse elements in neuromorphic applications. 

5.2.2. Electrical characterization set up 
 

Figure 5-6 shows the basic components of the set up used for high frequency 

characterization of RRAM devices. The high frequency pulses are created using a Berkeley 

Nucleonics pulse generator. The pulse generator has the capability of applying pulses with 

 
(a)  

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5-6: a) Schematic of high frequency electrical measurement set up b) high frequency probe 

tips for analog switching characterization of HfO2 RRAM devices. 

(a) 
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minimum rise/fall times of 70 ps, programmable pulse widths down to 300 ps, with a resolution 

of 10 ps. The output of pulse generator is fed to a power splitter, splitting the input power into 

half and feeds one output to channel 1 of the oscillator and the other half to RRAM device. 

The pulse is applied to RRAM top electrode through high frequency probes shown in Figure 

5-6b. A 50 Ohm termination resistance is added between output of power splitter and high 

frequency probes to minimize signal reflection and power loss which is critical for high 

frequency measurements. The current through the 1T1R cell is measured with channel 2 of 

signal oscilloscope. This entire set up enables application of high frequency pulse train 

consisting of positive/negative pulses within a total amplitude range of 5V, to investigate 

analog synaptic behavior of fabricated 1T1R devices. 

5.2.3. Results and Discussions 
 

We first explored an identical pulse train algorithm to investigate synaptic behavior of 

RRAM devices. Figure 5-7a shows the schematic of applied pulse train where successive 

positive and negative pulses were applied for gradual SET and RESET operations, 

respectively. SET/RESET pulse widths were kept short i.e., 300 ps to promote gradual 

conductance modulation. Read pulses of 100 ns were applied in between successive 

SET/RESET pulses to measure intermediate conductance values. The relationship between 

pulse width, and incremental resistance change can be analytically understood from Equation 

6 [45]: 

𝑣𝑣 = 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 (− 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚) sinh (𝛼𝛼𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎) (6) 
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 

 

Where v is oxygen ion drift velocity, f is atomic vibration frequency (in Hz), a is hopping 

distance (in A), Em is energy barrier (in eV) for oxygen ion migration and F is the applied 
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Figure 5-7: Schematic of applied pulse train used in identical pulse train algorithm for investigating 

potentiation-depression characteristics of RRAM device. 
 

electric field across the filament. According to Equation 6, ion drift velocity shows a strong 

exponential dependence on temperature. Large pulse width (µs to ms range) operation causes 

more heat dissipation, causing a rise in local CF temperature. This results in large variation in 

vacancy migration probability resulting in an abrupt resistance change of the device, based on 

Equation 6. Hence, shorter pulse width (ps to ns range) programming approaches were adopted 

to facilitate gradual resistance change in RRAM device, which is preferred for synaptic 

functionality in neuromorphic computing [37]. It should be worth mentioning here that in the 

human brain, the strength of synaptic connections involves migration of cations (Na+, Ca2+) 

modulated by neuron excitatory or inhibitory spike signals [46]. In RRAM devices, synaptic 

response is achieved through gradual modulation of the depletion gap region in CF, determined 

by vacancy migration probability under electric field and temperature stimuli, governed by 

Equation 6. With successive SET pulses, a gradual increase in conductance response is 

expected, known as “potentiation” (also known as G+ response). Similarly, “depression” (also 

100 100  …. 100 0.3 100 0.3 100 0.3 100 
0.3 0.3 0.3 …. 

+ G1 
+ G2 Gn

- 
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known as G- response) is denoted by gradual decrease in conductance values achieved with 

successive application of RESET pulses. Figure 5-8 shows a typical depression-potential cycle 

(DPC) for HfO2 RRAM device programmed with identical pulse train algorithm shown in 

Figure 5-7. The potentiation response is measured by 200 successive SET pulses with 

 

 
Figure 5-8: Depression-potentiation cycle (DPC) characteristics of 1T1R cell using identical pulse 

train algorithm. Non-linear functions i.e., logarithmic, and exponential decay functions were used 

to fit potentiation and depression response, respectively. 
 

amplitude of 1 V and pulse width of 300 ps. The depression characteristics is performed by 

200 RESET pulses with -1 V amplitude and 300 ps pulse width. Gradual conductance increase/ 

decrease in analog fashion is achieved during potentiation/ depression step. Logarithmic and 

exponential decay fitting functions were used to model RRAM potentiation/ depression 

characteristics, expressed by Equations 7 and 8: 
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Potentiation (G+ response):  

𝐺𝐺+ = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(−𝑏𝑏(ln(𝑓𝑓)) (7) 
 
 
 
 

Depression (G- response): 
 

𝐺𝐺− = 𝐺𝐺0 

 
 
+ 𝑇𝑇1 

 
(1 − exp (− 𝑓𝑓 )) + 𝑇𝑇 

𝑡𝑡1 

 
(1 − exp (− 𝑓𝑓 )) (8) 

𝑡𝑡2 
 

Where G0 is saturation conductance, A1, A2 are amplitude constants and t1, t2 are time 

constants. The non-linear function fits for G+ and G- responses are denoted by red and green 

trace lines, as shown in Figure 5-8. The conductance evolution in potentiation/depression 

characteristics show linear behavior only up to first ~20 SET/RESET pulses in a small 

conductance window (~2). Beyond that, the device is driven into a conductance saturation 

phase attributed to smaller conductance change effects induced by each pulse with increase in 

pulse number [47]. This kind of non-linear conductance response with pulse inputs negatively 

impacts the learning accuracy of RRAM-based neural networks [48]. Therefore, for an 

efficient and accurate learning process in an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), linear synaptic 

weight change with symmetry between increasing and decreasing G response is desired [49]. 

Hence, to improve linearity and symmetry in DPC characteristics a modified program 

algorithm with incremental pulse amplitude scheme was designed, as shown in Figure 5-9. The 

SET/RESET pulse trains were applied with incremental pulse amplitudes within a certain 

voltage range for measuring potentiation and depression response of our RRAM devices. The 

intermediate increasing/ decreasing conductance values are monitored by 100 ns read operation 

after each SET/RESET pulse. The voltage range (initial and final values) and step increment 

2 
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Figure 5-9: Schematic of applied pulse train used in incremental pulse train algorithm for 

investigating potentiation-depression synaptic characteristics in 1T1R cell. 
 

between two consecutive SET/RESET pulses were optimized to attain optimum linearity and 

symmetry in potentiation/ depression response of fabricated RRAM devices. The 

corresponding DPC characteristics is illustrated in Figure 5-10a. The SET voltage range was 

0.75 V – 1.05 V with 30 mV increment steps; and RESET voltage amplitude was increased 

with 30 mV steps within -0.8 V to -1.1 V range. The RRAM devices programmed with 

modified incremental pulse train algorithm exhibited superior DPC characteristics in which 

change in conductance was accomplished in gradual, linear, and symmetric fashion for both 

positive (G+) and negative (G-) synaptic response with no noticeable saturation region in 

conductance modulation. Based on linear fit models implemented on conductance values for 

first 50 potentiation/depression pulses, R2 values were extracted to be 0.99 (Figure 5-11b) and 

0.94 (Figure 5-11c) for measured G+ and G- response, respectively; demonstrating excellent 
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(b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-10: a) Depression-potentiation cycle (DPC) characteristics of 1T1R cell using incremental 

pulse train algorithm; corresponding linear fit plots for b) potentiation and c) depression 

conductance response with number of input pulses. 
 

linear synaptic behavior of fabricated RRAM cells. Furthermore, the total conductance window 

(~5.2) was significantly improved with incremental pulse train algorithm when compared to 

same (~3.06) for identical pulse train programming approach. 

Both identical and incremental pulse train algorithms we implemented, use direct write 

programming approach with very little control over programming the devices into certain 

resistance states. Hence, the incremental pulse train write algorithm was combined with a read- 

verification programming approach for improved control and accuracy in synaptic response of 

RRAM devices. The read verification approach was first proposed by [50], however, the 

(c) 
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DUT 
(1T1R cell) 

Apply incremental 
write pulse train 

resistance range (4 kΩ- 12 kΩ) was limited due to lack of efficient write algorithm. Flowchart 

of our designed incremental write and read verification combination algorithm is illustrated in 

 
 
 

NO 
 
 
 

NO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-11: Flowchart schematic of incremental pulse write with read verification algorithm. 
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Figure 5-11. The initial (Rinitial) and final target resistance (Rfinal) values along with number of 

increment intervals N were kept as variables. The intermediate target resistances (Ri) were 

chosen based on the following Equation 9: 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 = 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎−𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 

𝑁𝑁 

 
(9) 

 

The incremental write pulse train programming approach was used to gradually program 

resistance states of 1T1R cell and a read verify step was executed to compute relative 

difference (ΔR) between target resistance Ri+1 and measured output resistance of device Rm. 

When ΔR value becomes negative (<0), i was incremented by 1, and the incremental write and 

read verify steps were repeated over the next intermediate target resistance value. This whole 

program was executed until final target resistance was reached and corresponding output 

resistance was read. Our modified verification- incremental pulse write algorithm enabled 

superior synaptic characteristics of RRAM device, shown in Figure 5-12. Figure 5-12a shows 

measured resistance trend with respect to pre-defined target resistance states. A target initial 

(Rinitial) and final resistance values (Rfinal) were chosen 10 kΩ and 65 kΩ respectively, with 

number of intervals N= 11, which yielded intermediate target resistance steps Ri+1-Ri to be 5 

kΩ based on equation 9. The incremental pulse train algorithm was used to program RRAM 

devices into those pre-defined target resistance states. The achieved resistance states using our 

algorithm are in good agreement with target resistance states with relative error percentage 

being < 10% for a large target resistance range (10 kΩ – 60 kΩ), shown in inset of Figure 5- 

12a. Figures 5-12b and 5-12c demonstrate the incremental resistance response for 30 kΩ – 35 
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(b) (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5-12: Superior analog synaptic response of RRAM devices programmed with incremental 

pulse write-read verification algorithm: a) measured resistance with pre-defined target resistance, 

inset showing relative error percentage for intermediate target resistance values. Measured 

resistances show good agreement with defined target resistance values within a large resistance 

window i.e., 10 kΩ – 60 kΩ. Analog increment of resistance in b) gradual linear fashion for 30 kΩ 

- 35 kΩ, and in c) abrupt non-linear increase for the 60 kΩ – 65 kΩ resistance range. 
 
 

kΩ and 60 kΩ - 65 kΩ resistance range, respectively. This incremental pulse train approach 

enables excellent linear incremental resistance modulation within 30 kΩ – 35 kΩ resistance 

range. For 60 kΩ - 65 kΩ resistance range, however, the change in resistance was abrupt 

resulting in large resistance variation and consequently, large relative error percentage (>10%). 
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Nevertheless, the HfO2 RRAM devices programmed with the combined incremental pulse 

write/ read verification algorithm enabled gradual linear resistance modulation with the 

capability of programming the devices into multiple pre-defined target resistance states within 

a large resistance window. This demonstrates the promising potential of our devices as efficient 

NVM synaptic elements for accurate learning in neural networks. 

5.2.4. Comparison with other studies 
 

The synaptic performance of our 1T1R cells were compared with other HfO2 based RRAM 

devices with respect to key figure of metrics: applied program pulse width/amplitude, achieved 

conductance range, conductance window, linear and symmetric control for potentiation (G+) 

and depression (G-) response and summarized in Table 5-2. A key observation from the table 

is that RRAM cells exhibiting large conductance window have poor linearity and symmetry 

 
Table 5-2: Comparison of analog synaptic performances for several HfO2 RRAM based synapse 

implementations reported in literature 
 

 
 

Reference 

 
 

RRAM Device 

 

Pulse Width 
(Potentiation/ 
Depression) 

 
Pulse 

Amplitude 
(Potentiation/ 
Depression) 

 
 

Conductance 
Range 

 
Conductance 

Window 
(Gmax/Gmin) 

 
 

Linear 
Control 

 

Symmetry 
between G+ 

and G- 

 
Jiang [52] 

 
Pt/ HfO2/ Ta 

 
100 ns/ 100 

ns 

0.75 V to 1 V/ 
-1.05 V to - 

1.17 V 

 
0.4- 1.6 mS 

 
4 

 
No 

 
Asymmetric 

 
 

Woo [44] 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 

 
100 ms/ 1 µs 

 
0.8 V/ -1.1 V 

 
18- 180 µS 

 
10 

 
No 

 
Asymmetric 

TiN/ AlOx/ HfO2/ Ti/ 
TiN 

100 µs/100 
µs 

 
0.9 V/ -1 V 

 
20- 60 µS 

 
3 

 
Yes 

 
Symmetric 

 
Chang [53] Ta/HfO2/Al-doped 

TiO2/TiN 
70 ms/ 0.01 

ms 

 
3V/ -3 V 

 
2- 6 µS 

 
3 

 
No 

 
Asymmetric 

Frascaroli 
[47] 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 

 
10 µs/ 10 µs 

 
0.9V/ -0.7 V 

 
0.4- 1.5 mS 

 
3.75 

 
No 

 
Asymmetric 

 
This Work 

 
TiN/ HfO2/ Ti/ TiN 300 ps/ 300 

ps 

0.75 V to 1.05 
V/ -0.8 V to - 

1.1 V 

 
0.02- 1.1 mS 

 
5.5 

 
Yes 

 
Symmetric 
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between potentiation/ depression responses. Woo et al. [44] observed non-linear and 

asymmetric switching behavior with ~10 conductance window for TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN RRAM 

stack. However, adding an AlOx barrier layer they demonstrated excellent linearity and 

symmetry in conductance modulation in a much smaller conductance window. A noticeable 

feature among reported studies is the asymmetry between G+ and G- conductance response, 

which happens because of inherent differences between potentiation and depression switching 

kinetics [51]. After careful inspection of studies presented in Table 5-1, it can be concluded 

that our designed program algorithm yields superior synaptic functionality of HfO2 1T1R cells 

based on optimal balance of conductance window, linearity, and symmetry between 

potentiation/depression response. 

5.2.5. Conclusion 
 

In this work, RRAM analog conductance response for potentiation and depression 

characteristics are analyzed using identical pulse train and incremental pulse train algorithms. 

The incremental write pulse programming approach enabled superior synaptic characteristics 

with linear and symmetric conductance modulation. The incremental write approach was later 

combined with read-verification algorithm which allowed for accurate programming of RRAM 

devices to pre-defined target resistance states within a large resistance window. Comparison 

with other HfO2 RRAM based synapse implementation studies demonstrate that our algorithm 

shows optimal balance among key analog switching metrics: linearity, symmetry, and 

conductance window. The improved synaptic functionality for fabricated 1T1R devices with 

excellent linear and symmetric analog conductance modulation capability make them 

promising candidate for neural networks-based pattern recognition applications. 
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6. Development of High-Performance Hafnium Zirconium Oxide based 

Ferroelectric Devices on 300mm Wafer Platform 

 
The data discussed in this section were previously presented in the following papers that I have 

authored: 

• J. Hazra, K. Beckmann, V. Mukundan, A. Diebold, S. Kurinec and N. Cady, 
 

“Development of High-Performance and High-Yield Nanoscale Hafnium Zirconium 

Oxide based Ferroelectric Tunnel Junction Devices on 300mm Wafer Platform” 

accepted in European Materials Research Society (MRS), Fall Meeting, 2021. 

• J. Hazra, K. Beckmann, G. McMurdy, J. Merkel, V. Mukundan, A. Diebold, S. Kurinec 
 

and N. Cady, “Fabrication and Characterization of Ferroelectric Hafnium Zirconium 

Oxide MIM Structures” in SRC TECHCON, Texas, USA, 2019. 

 
Two types of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 (HZO) based ferroelectric devices are explored in this chapter. In 

Section 6.1 we discuss metal insulator metal ferroelectric capacitors and in Section 6.2, 

development of HZO based ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJ) on 300 mm wafer platform is 

presented. 

 
6.1. Ferroelectric Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) Capacitors 

 
In this section, I discuss implementation of metal insulator metal (MIM) structure 

Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 based ferroelectric capacitors on 300 mm wafers. The organization of this section 

is as follows: in 6.1.1, I introduce the concept of ferroelectricity in HZO films. Fabrication of 

ferroelectric MIM capacitors is presented in 6.1.2. I describe the electrical characterization 

setup used to extract ferroelectric response in 6.1.3. The characterization results and analysis 
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for fabricated HZO ferroelectric capacitors are presented in 6.1.4. Subsection 6.1.5 summarizes 

device development results. 

6.1.1. Background 
 

Ferroelectricity is the property of materials having spontaneous electric polarization which 

can be reversed by application of external electric field [1]. Ferroelectricity occurs in 

crystalline or polycrystalline materials with non-centrosymmetric polar crystal structure in 

which the charge centroid of positive and negative charges do not coincide due to relative ionic 

displacements within unit lattice cell giving rise to spontaneous polarization in ferroelectric 

material [2]. These ferroelectric materials have the unique capability of retaining its 

polarization state even in the absence of electric field unlike linear dielectric material in which 

the polarization vanishes when the applied electric field is removed. Ferroelectricity in doped 

HfO2 based films was first discovered in 2011 [3], and since then it has enabled significant 

advancements in the field of ferroelectric memories [4-5]. It has been reported that formation 

of non-centrosymmetric orthorhombic phase (o-phase, space group Pbc21) responsible for 

ferroelectric polarization can be enhanced through doping of HfO2 films and tuning process 

conditions for developing the ferroelectric device stack [6-7]. It has also been shown that stress 

generated from the top capping layer during annealing process can have a significant impact 

on ferroelectric polarization [8]. The ferroelectric hafnia-based films offer some distinguished 

advantages from other traditional ferroelectric materials, such as the perovskites, due to 

improved scaling, mature HfO2 deposition techniques and superior CMOS process 

compatibility [9]. Due to these advantages, hafnia-based ferroelectric films have potential use 

in future memory applications such as ferroelectric random-access memory (FRAM), 

ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJ) and future energy storage solutions [10-12]. Among 
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various dopants, Zr doped hafnium oxide-based films are of special interest since both HfO2 

and ZrO2 oxides are used as standard gate oxide materials in metal oxide semiconductor field 

effect transistors, and hence can be easily integrated in CMOS process technology. Recently, 

some studies have reported increase in polarization with field cycling in HfO2 based 

ferroelectric films, known as wake-up effect [13-15]. The wake-up effect is significantly 

important when thickness of ferroelectric films become ultra-thin (<10 nm), a key requirement 

in future semiconductor devices [16]. In this study, the ferroelectric properties of ultra-thin (7 

nm) Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 MIM capacitors are investigated. The MIM structures are fabricated on 300 

mm wafer platform and remanent polarization in these devices are maximized through wake- 

up field cycling. Ferroelectricity in HZO films is confirmed by electrical polarization-voltage 

hysteresis measurements and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction analysis. The wake-up effect 

mechanism in these ultra-thin HZO based ferroelectric devices are also explored in this section. 

6.1.2. Fabrication of ferroelectric MIM capacitor devices 
 

A TiN/ Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/ Ti/ TiN capacitor stack was formed on P++ Si 300 mm wafers, where 

the capacitors ranged from 10 µm x10 µm to 100 µm x 100 µm in area. A simplified process 

flow schematic for ferroelectric MIM capacitor fabrication is shown in Figure 6-1. The bottom 

electrode of the capacitor stack (10 nm Ti/ 50 nm TiN) was deposited using physical vapor 

deposition (PVD). On top of the bottom electrode, a 7 nm Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 ferroelectric switching 

layer was deposited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique at a deposition temperature 

of 250 °C. A thin ALD deposited 5 nm TiN layer was deposited on top of HZO to reduce 

density of interface trap states which has shown to have detrimental effect on ferroelectric 

device performance [17]. A final 50 nm TiN top electrode layer was then deposited using PVD. 
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Figure 6-1: Simplified process flow schematic for fabrication of ferroelectric HZO MIM capacitor 

development on 300 mm wafer platform. 
 

Figure 6-2a and 6-2b show the cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image 

that confirms the targeted thickness. The various layers in the stack are uniform with low 

interface roughness as shown in Figure 6-2b. The diffraction pattern was obtained from fast 

Fourier transform analysis of TEM image and the inter-planar distance d was calculated 

(Figure 6-2c) which was consistent with grazing incidence X-ray diffraction measurements, to 

be shown later in this section. Following the deposition of top electrode, the film stack was 

annealed at 450 °C in N2 environment to drive the HZO into the ferroelectric phase. The 

devices were then lithographically patterned followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) process to 

define different capacitor sizes. The fabricated MIM capacitors ranged from 10 µm x10 µm to 

100 µm x 100 µm in area, shown in Figure 6-2d. The electrical characterization and analysis 
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Figure 6-2: Transmission electron microscope (TEM) cross-sectional image of a) ferroelectric film 

stack (50 nm scale) b) PVD TiN/ Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/ ALD TiN/ PVD TiN ferroelectric capacitor stack (10 

nm scale) showing low interface roughness among different layers c) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

analysis if TEM image with inter-planer distance extraction d) ferroelectric capacitors of different 

size, smallest being 10 x 10 µm2 and largest being 100 x 100 µm2. 
 

were carried out on 100 µm x 100 µm devices. 

 
6.1.3. Electrical characterization set up 

 
The most commonly used technique to evaluate ferroelectric behavior of materials is to 

study the hysteresis characteristics of the ferroelectric film. The Polarization-Voltage (P-V) 

hysteresis loop was extracted through Positive Up Negative Down (PUND) measurements, a 

technique which involves application of series of negative and positive pulses [18]. For 

extraction of polarization response of the HZO film, a LabVIEW GUI platform was built as 

shown in Figure 6-3a. This LabVIEW platform enabled the application of switching and non- 
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c) 

b) 

a) 

 

Figure 6-3: a) Developed LabVIEW program b) generated Positive-Up-Negative-Down waveform 

applied for extraction of polarization response of ferroelectric film, c) typical polarization-voltage 

hysteresis characteristics of ferroelectric HZO film showing Pr+ and Pr- remanent polarization states. 
 

switching pulses used in PUND measurement through waveform generator fast measurement 

unit (WGFMU) module integrated with B1500 semiconductor analyzer. The developed 

program also allowed for application of pulse train consisted of microseconds length 

switching/non-switching triangular shape pulses to investigate various ferroelectric 

phenomena (wake-up, fatigue), endurance and reliability aspects of fabricated devices. The 

total polarization is composed of both switching and non-switching components. The 

switching component contributes to ferroelectric polarization while the dielectric response is 

reflected in non-switching component. This LabVIEW platform enabled the application of 

switching and non-switching pulses used in PUND measurement. Figure 6-3b shows a typical 

PUND waveform applied to the HZO films to extract its ferroelectric polarization response. 

The remanent hysteresis of the ferroelectric film, plotted in Figure 6-3c, is extracted by 
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a) b) 

subtraction of un-switched pulse current from the switched pulse current and integrating over 

the total pulse duration. In the polarization-voltage hysteresis loop (Figure 6-3c), remanent 

polarization is defined by the amount of spontaneous polarization remain in the ferroelectric 

film when the applied voltage is zero and it is a key metric representing retentivity/ remanence 

of the material. The negative remanent polarization component (Pr-) was extracted from 

negative amplitude switched and un-switched pulses and positive amplitude pulses yielded 

positive remanent polarization component (Pr+). As shown in Figure 6-3c, ferroelectric 

materials have two stable remanent polarization states (Pr+ and Pr-) even after the removal of 

electric bias and these two Pr states can be represented as “0” and “1” in non-volatile 

ferroelectric memory applications. Ferroelectrics with large remanent polarization are 

desirable for making efficient memory devices. 

 
6.1.4. Results & discussions 

 
The resulting 7 nm HZO ferroelectric capacitor structures were examined for 

ferroelectric behavior. Figures 6-4a and 6-4b show the polarization-voltage (P-V) hysteresis 

 

 
Figure 6-4: a) Polarization-Voltage (P-V) hysteresis loop, and b) Current-Voltage (I-V) 

characteristics showing ferroelectric current peaks in up and down direction in a 100 µm x 100 µm, 

7 nm thick Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 MIM capacitor. 
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a) b) 

curves and corresponding I-V behavior of the HZO MIM capacitor measured at 10 kHz 

frequency using a Keysight semiconductor device parameter analyzer (B1500A). A maximum 

of 1000 pulses were applied, and the P-V characteristics is shown for every 50th pulse. The I- 

V characteristics in Figure 6-4b show ferroelectric current peaks for the positive and negative 

half of the applied voltages. As shown in Figure 6-4a, the ferroelectric capacitor exhibited 

pronounced wake-up effect, a phenomenon in which remanent polarization increases with 

repeated pulse cycling [14]. Primary cause for wake-up phenomenon in doped hafnia films is 

still not well understood, however, two most widely accepted mechanisms attributing to wake- 

up effect are: de-trapping of charged defects (primarily oxygen vacancies) and suppressing 

nucleation of opposite polarity domains [13] and electric field driven transformation from 

paraelectric/anti-ferroelectric into ferroelectric crystal phase [15]. 

The wake-up behavior with field cycling in fabricated HZO MIM capacitor was further 

confirmed, as shown in Figure 6-5a, where gradual increment in remanent polarization was 

observed with applied pulses and total 2Pr value of was extracted to be around 28 µC/cm2 after 
 

 
Figure 6-5: Total remanent polarization (2Pr) with a) number of cycles demonstrating pronounced 

wake up effect in fabricated ferroelectric capacitor; b) pulse amplitude showing gradual increase in 

remanent polarization values in HZO film with increase in pulse amplitude. 
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107 switching cycles. The pulse amplitude and frequency were kept at 3.5 V and 10 kHz for 

this experiment. With increasing pulse amplitude, a higher fraction of ferroelectric domains 

can be switched resulting in increase in remanent polarization which is illustrated in Figure 6- 

5b. The Pr values for each pulse amplitude values in this plot (Figure 6-5b) are extracted after 

104 wake-up field cycles. Device breakdown occurred beyond 107 wake up cycles at 3.5 V and 

104 cycles at 4 V pulse amplitude limiting maximum total spontaneous polarization (2Pr) 

around ~28 µC/cm2 achieved in our ferroelectric film. 

The crystal structure of the 7 nm HZO MIM film was determined using grazing 

incidence X-ray diffraction measurements. Crystal structure is identified by the peaks formed 

by the diffraction of x-rays from the periodic arrangement of atoms while grazing incidence 

mode is used to enhance the materials peaks over the substrate peaks. Figure 6-6 shows the 

reciprocal space map and the XRD pattern, where the orthorhombic phase is identified by the 
 

 
Figure 6-6: Grazing incidence XRD measurements results and corresponding reciprocal space map 

for the 7 nm HZO MIM sample. The ferroelectric orthorhombic phase is identified by purple lines. 
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purple lines and the red lines indicate the cubic phase of TiN electrode. The ferroelectric 

behavior of hafnia-based devices is attributed to the presence of the non-centrosymmetric 

orthorhombic phase [3]. Other structural phases observed include monoclinic and tetragonal 

phase. This demonstrates wake up effect observed in fabricated HZO based MIM capacitors, 

is most likely due to field induced crystal phase transition that facilitates transformation from 

paraelectric/anti-ferroelectric tetragonal/ cubic or monoclinic phase into ferroelectric 

orthorhombic phase with wake up field cycling. 

6.1.5. Conclusion 
 

To summarize, 7 nm Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 based ferroelectric MIM capacitors on 300 mm wafers 

was developed and corresponding polarization behavior and wake up effect in devices were 

examined in this section. Through significant wake-up field cycling of up to 107 cycles, a 

remanent polarization (2Pr) of more than 25 µC/cm2 has been achieved. X-ray diffraction 

measurements confirm the presence of orthorhombic Pca21 phase responsible for ferroelectric 

response of the HZO film. Knowledge gained from this study would be utilized in developing 

HZO based ferroelectric tunnel junctions devices on 300 mm wafer platform, discussed in 

section 6.2. 

 
6.2. Ferroelectric Tunnel Junctions 

 
In this section, development of high-performance ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ) 

devices on 300 mm wafer platform is discussed in depth. The organization of this sections is 

as follows: I first introduce the concept of an FTJ device in 6.2.1. background sub-section. In 

6.2.2, I discuss fabrication and integration of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 based FTJ devices on 300 mm 

wafers. The characterization results and analysis for fabricated FTJ devices are presented in 

6.2.3. In sub-section 6.2.4, I summarize the FTJ development results. 
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6.2.1. Background 
 

Since CMOS technology reaching its fundamental scaling limits, some emerging non- 

volatile memory (NVM) concepts have made significant progress in recent years [19-23]. In 

contrast to volatile memories, which require constant power to retain its state; NVM devices 

allow for data retention when not powered [24]. Modern day technology imposes different 

requirements on memory devices e.g., high density data storage, low cost, fast read and write 

speeds, long data retention, low power consumption [25-26] etc. Various novel concepts, 

architectures, materials, operation principles are being explored in NVM technology to fulfill 

these requirements. One such promising non-volatile memory technology is the ferroelectric 

tunnel junction (FTJ). An FTJ is a two terminal non-volatile memory device with two metal 

electrodes sandwiching a thin ferroelectric layer allowing quantum mechanical tunneling 

through it [27]. The switchable polarization of the ferroelectric layer enables significant change 

in tunneling resistance of FTJ devices [28]. Unlike FRAM, FTJ has a non-destructive read-out 

process since the tunneling current is sensed and the polarization state in ferroelectric switching 

layer is retained [29]. In addition, FTJ devices offer significant advantage with regard to 

superior scaling capability since scaling in these devices is not limited by stored amount of 

polarization charge [30]. One of the key challenges in manufacturing high performance FTJ 

device is the tradeoff between remanent polarization and sizeable quantum mechanical 

tunneling current magnitude. The ferroelectric switching layer should be thin enough to 

achieve sufficient tunneling on current, however, magnitude of remanent polarization in these 

thin films is small impacting tunneling electroresistance ratio (TER) negatively and creates a 

major hindrance in reliable FTJ device design [30]. Other challenges like low TER ratio, stress 

induced leakage current based endurance/ lifetime limitation [31], retention degradation due 
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to depolarization field [32], remain on pathway to large scale commercial adoption of FTJ 

technology in semiconductor memory industry. 

Few studies in past few years have tried to address some of these FTJ challenges. Goh 

et al. observed almost zero TER with symmetric TiN/HZO/TiN FTJ stack and demonstrated 

much improved TER ratio (> 6) by changing the bottom electrode to Ge [33]. Ryu et al. showed 

that using p-Si as bottom electrode over metal based electrodes could significantly improve 

FTJ TER ratio and they demonstrated a TER ratio of ~5 for Ti/Au/Al2O3/HZO/p-Si based FTJ 

structure [31]. Max et al. achieved excellent TER ratio (~10) for 12 nm thick HZO based FTJ, 

but > 4 V of programming voltage was used to reliably switch those FTJ devices [34], making 

them non-ideal for low power NVM applications. All these studies mentioned above, focused 

on development of large size i.e., µm scale FTJ cells. At nanoscale, loss of reliable control of 

ferroelectric properties is one of the major challenges in nanoscale implementations of FTJ 

which severely limits its potential to be considered as industrially viable non-volatile memory 

[30]. Investigating switching performance, reliability, and a statistically significant large-scale 

development of high performance/yield nanoscale FTJ devices is still missing in current 

research. With that goal, in this work, hafnium zirconium oxide (HZO)-based 100 x 100 nm2 

FTJ devices were implemented on a 300 mm wafer platform, using SUNY Polytechnic 

Institute’s 65 nm CMOS process technology. Key insights into nanoscale FTJ switching 

dynamics and reliability are presented based on optimization of HZO based stack fabrication 

and programming approaches. Multi-level-cell (MLC) behavior for improved storage density 

and full wafer scale key switching metrics for fabricated FTJ devices are investigated. 
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6.2.2. Fabrication of FTJ devices 
 

FTJ devices (with TiN/HZO/TiN stack) were integrated in between metal (M1) and Via 1 

(V1) layers in CMOS back end of the line (BEOL) process flow. Figure 6-7a shows 

transmission electron microscope (TEM) cross-sectional image of FTJ integration. Fabrication 

of the FTJ device stack started with a TiN bottom electrode (BE) layer patterned using a 

subtractive integration scheme on top of M1 metallization layer. On top of the bottom 

electrode, a conformal thin layer of 5 nm Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 switching layer was deposited via atomic 

layer deposition (ALD) at a deposition temperature of 250 °C followed by a 5 nm TiN layer, 

deposited via ALD. A final 50 nm TiN top electrode layer (TE) was then deposited using 

physical vapor deposition (PVD). Afterwards a post-deposition 60 seconds N2 anneal at 450 

°C was done to drive the HZO into the ferroelectric phase. The entire FTJ device stack was 
 

(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-7: a) TEM cross-sectional image of TiN/ HZO/ TiN FTJ stack integrated between M1 and 

V1 layers b) EDS compositional map showing various elements in FTJ stack. Hf and Zr are 

represented by purple and cyan, respectively. 
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then lithographically patterned and etched using a custom-designed reactive ion etch (RIE) 

process. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging along with energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the fabricated FTJ device stack confirmed the 

targeted thickness and composition of deposited films (Figure 6-7b). 

6.2.3. Results and Discussions 
 

Figure 6-8a shows electrical polarization hysteresis measurement of TiN/ Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/ TiN 

FTJ device stack. The device shows good ferroelectric response with extracted remanent 

polarization (Pr) of ~15 µC/cm2 and coercive switching field of 2.25 MV/cm. The polarization 

hysteresis characteristics and remanent polarization were measured post 100 wake-up field 

cycles with 10 kHz frequency PUND pulses. The device was set in up or down polarization 

 
(a) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6-8: TiN/ HZO/ TiN based FTJ performance: a) Polarization-Voltage (P-V) hysteresis b) 

current density-voltage curve for on and off-state of device; c) up and down remanent polarization 

with number of switching cycles at 3.5 V pulse amplitude. 

(b) 

(c) 
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state with PUND positive or negative pulses, respectively with maximum pulse amplitude of 
 

3.5 V. After programming the devices into a certain polarization state, an I-V sweep was 

performed. Figure 6-8b shows a typical I-V characteristics of a FTJ device. Observably, the 

maximum read voltage applied (0.75 V) was kept smaller than the coercive voltage (~1 V) to 

prevent change in programmed polarization state and corresponding switching state in FTJ 

device. The up-polarization state (programmed with positive pulses in PUND waveform) set 

the device in high conductance on- state, yielding an on-current density of 0.08 A/cm2 at a read 

voltage of 0.75 V. An off-current density of 0.035 A/cm2 was achieved due to down- 

polarization state (programmed with negative pulses in PUND waveform) of FTJ device, 

yielding a TER ratio of ~2.28. Figure 6-8c shows polarization endurance measurements of the 

device up to 103 switching cycles in which the up and down remanent polarization states are 

programmed at write voltages of +/- 3.5 V, respectively. The device exhibited a weak wake- 

up effect up to 500 switching cycles followed by polarization fatigue and eventual hard 

breakdown of devices. 

The TER ratio for fabricated MIM TiN/ HZO/ TiN FTJ device was limited by off-state 

leakage current and not enough band tuning at HZO/TiN interface to facilitate high tunneling 

transmission coefficient [35]. To improve device performance, a modified FTJ stack was 

implemented in which we separated the ferroelectric switching layer and tunneling layer. A 

schematic of the modified FTJ stack is shown in Figure 6-9a, in which 2 nm thin Al2O3 tunnel 

barrier layer was inserted between the bottom electrode TiN and ferroelectric switching layer 

HZO. Figure 6-9b shows the polarization hysteresis characteristics for the modified FTJ stack 

with Al2O3 layer (black line) and a comparison with conventional FTJ stack without Al2O3 

layer (red line) is also shown. The thin Al2O3 oxide layer results in an additional voltage drop 
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(b) 
 

(a) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-9: a) Schematic of TiN/ Al2O3/ HZO/ TiN based FTJ stack; b) Polarization-voltage (P-V) 

hysteresis loop for Al2O3 based modified FTJ device and comparison with conventional TiN/ HZO/ 

TiN based FTJ structure. 
 

across it, and hence, an increase in coercive voltage (~1.15 V) and a reduction in maximum 

achieved polarization (~12.5 µC/cm2) can be observed for same pulse amplitude when 

compared with same for FTJ stack without Al2O3 layer. An increase in coercive voltage also 

allows for an increase in read voltage which increases FTJ tunneling current. 

The impact of the inserted tunnel barrier layer on FTJ performance can be better 

understood from the energy band diagram schematic in Figure 6-10a. With application of 

positive write pulse amplitude, the polarization in ferroelectric HZO layer is pointed towards 

Al2O3 layer, i.e., up polarization state, resulting in downwards band bending in HZO. 

Subsequent positive read voltage also enables sufficient band bending in Al2O3 layer creating 

a triangular potential profile which facilitates electron tunneling from bottom to top electrode. 
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(b) 

 

 

 
Figure 6-10: a) Energy band diagram schematic of TiN/ Al2O3/ HZO/ TiN based FTJ device 

depicting how large tunneling current flows for up polarization state and current flow is inhibited 

for down polarization orientation; b) Current density (J)- voltage (V) characteristics for the FTJ 

device, an on/off ratio of 5 is yielded at a read voltage of 0.75 V. 

 
Negative write pulse sets the device in down polarization state in which the polarization in 

ferroelectric layer is pointed towards the top electrode, and the upwards band tilt in HZO 

prevents large number of electrons to tunnel through the oxide layer. The Al2O3 layer acts as 

an additional tunnel barrier layer in the off-state causing further reduction in tunnel 

transmission coefficient. Hence, significant tunneling conduction is expected for up- 

polarization state whereas, the down polarization state, programmed with negative write pulse 

should allow for a small tunneling current to flow in FTJ device. This impact of Al2O3 tunnel 

layer is validated through measured current-voltage characteristics of FTJ device shown in 

Figure 6-10b where a significant increase (~1.5 times) in on current density and reduction in 

off-current density (~1.45 times) was observed when compared to conventional FTJ stack 

(a) 
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Direct 
Tunneling 

(a) (b) 

without Al2O3 layer. At a read voltage of 0.75V, the up-polarization state in ferroelectric layer 

resulted in a device on current density of 0.12 A/cm2. The corresponding off-current density 

due to down-polarization was extracted to be 0.024 A/cm2 yielding a TER ratio ~5. Hence, a 

2.2X improvement in device TER ratio was achieved with Al2O3/ HZO bilayer based FTJ 

structure. 

To demonstrate that the improvement in on-current density is due to enhancement in 

tunneling current, we investigated the conduction mechanism in TiN/ Al2O3/ HZO/ TiN FTJ 

device, shown in Figure 6-11. We observed that for low applied field (E < 0.4 MV/cm), the 

plot of ln(J/E2) shows logarithmic variation with 1/E (Figure 6-11a), which indicates that the 

 

(c) (d) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-11: Al2O3/ HZO bilayer based FTJ device conduction mechanism analysis: ln(J/E2) vs 1/E 

plot showing a) direct tunneling phenomenon for 0.05 MV/cm < E < 0.4 MV/cm regime; b) Fowler- 

Nordheim tunneling for 0.4 MV/cm < E < 1.1 MV/cm applied electric filed regime. Energy band 

diagram schematic depicting a) direct tunneling and d) Fowler-Nordheim tunneling process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fowler-Nordheim 
Tunneling 
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2 

device exhibits direct tunneling conduction. When the applied electric field exceeds a critical 

field, a transition from direct tunneling to Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling regime occurs as 

shown in Figure 6-11b. This transition field was extracted to be ~0.4 MV/cm beyond which 

ln(J/E2) decreases linearly with 1/E, an indication of device operation switching in F-N 

tunneling conduction regime. The relationship between ln(J/E2) and 1/E governing both tunnel 

conduction processes can be understood from set of equations 1-4 [36]: 

Direct tunneling regime (E < 0.4 MV/cm): 
 

𝐸𝐸2 (− 4𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑√2𝑚𝑚∗𝜑𝜑𝐵𝐵) 
𝐽𝐽 ∝ 𝑒𝑒 ℎ 

𝐸𝐸 
(1) 

 
𝐽𝐽 1 

ln (𝐸𝐸2) ∝ ln (𝐸𝐸) (2) 

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling regime (E > 0.4 MV/cm): 
 
 

 

𝐽𝐽 ∝ 𝐸𝐸2 𝑒𝑒(− 
8𝜋𝜋√2𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚∗𝜑𝜑𝐵𝐵3 

3ℎ𝐸𝐸 ) (3) 
 

ln ( 𝐽𝐽 ) ∝ − (1
 ) (4) 

𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸 
 

Where J is the current density, E is applied electric field, m* is the effective mass of electrons, 

and φB is the junction barrier height. The schematic energy band diagrams for both direct and 

F-N tunneling conductions are illustrated in Figures 6-11c and 6-11d, respectively. Direct 

tunneling shows a linear relationship with applied field E and exponential dependence with 

insulator thickness d as shown in Equation 1. Hence, this tunneling mechanism is dominant at 

thinner oxide films at low voltage [37]. On the other hand, F-N tunneling occurs when applied 

electric field is large enough to cause electron wave functions to tunnel through the triangular 

potential barrier profile in the insulator layer [38], as shown in the Figure 6-11d energy band 
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diagram. This is consistent with fabricated FTJ current-voltage conduction mechanism 

characteristics shown in Figure 6-11b, in which FTJ devices exhibited F-N tunneling for E > 

0.4 MV/cm. R2 values of 0.995 and 0.998 demonstrates excellent goodness of fit for direct 

tunneling and F-N tunneling processes, respectively. The discussed conduction mechanism 

analysis validates that dominant on state current transport mechanisms for fabricated TiN/ 

Al2O3/ HZO/ TiN FTJ devices are tunneling conductions, i.e., direct tunneling at low electric 

field and F-N tunneling at high electric field. 

Endurance characteristics of these Al2O3/HZO based FTJ devices were studied to 

qualify reliability of our devices. Figure 6-12a shows the remanent polarization in ferroelectric 

film with number of switching cycles. The ferroelectric HZO film showed a significant wake- 

up effect up to ~5x104 switching cycles yielding a maximum remanent polarization value of 

~13 µC/cm2 at 3.75 V pulse amplitude and 10 kHz pulse frequency. The observed wake-up 

effect with the Al2O3 layer FTJ device is most likely due to homogeneous distribution of 

defects with continuous cycling in ferroelectric layer resulting in an increase in number of 

(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-12: a) Up and down remanent polarization with switching cycles at pulse amplitude of 

3.75 V and frequency of 10 kHz b) Current density evolution comparison with endurance cycles for 

bilayer Al2O3/HZO based FTJ stack with single layer HZO based FTJ device. 

(a) 
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switchable domains & consequently, remanent polarization value [39]. With more field 

cycling, the devices showed fatigue behavior in which remanent polarization decreases with 

switching cycle, shown in Figure 6-12a. The polarization fatigue in the ferroelectric film could 

be attributed to eventual pinning of switching domains by generated defects in ferroelectric 

layer with continuous field cycling [39-40]. The FTJ current density evolution with endurance 

cycles was analyzed for both MIM stacks (with and without Al2O3 layer), shown in Figure 6- 

12b. The bilayer FTJ stack showed significant improvement in device endurance behavior, 

with maximum endurance limit extending up to 106 cycles. The Al2O3 layer facilitates 

tunneling for up polarization state and acts as a barrier layer in down polarization state, as 

explained in energy band diagram schematic in Figure 6-10a. Hence, an increase in on state 

current density and decrease in off state current density were observed with bilayer FTJ stack, 

denoted by black and red lines in Figure 6-12b, respectively. Increase in both on and off state 

current density with endurance cycles is most likely due to overall increase in device leakage 

current originating from defects/trap states generation in ferroelectric layer [31]. 

In order to optimize FTJ devices with respect to both TER ratio and maximum 

endurance cycles, we investigated their dependence on write pulse width and amplitude. Figure 

6-13a shows FTJ TER ratio with pulse width (100 ns – 10 ms) for a wide range of write pulse 

amplitude (1 V – 4 V) values. An increase in write voltage amplitude/ pulse width enhances 

ferroelectric polarization in HZO layer resulting in an increase in TER ratio. The slope of TER 

increase reduces at higher write voltage amplitude/ pulse width (3V/100 µs) due to increase in 

off-state leakage current density. When the device was stressed at 4V amplitude with 1 ms 

pulse width, the large magnitude of leakage current through the device causes hard breakdown 

in oxide layer diminishing TER effect in ferroelectric tunnel junctions. Unlike TER, maximum 
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Figure 6-13: a) Tunnel electroresistance (TER) ratio and b) maximum endurance cycles Nc with 

write pulse width for different write pulse amplitudes. 
 

endurance cycles Nc shows an inverse relationship with write pulse amplitude/time (Figure 6- 

13b). High voltage/time stress induces generation of interface and bulk defects in the dielectric 

increasing overall leakage current and consequently limiting FTJ endurance performance [31]. 

Maximum Nc of ~3x106 was observed for lowest applied write amplitude (2 V) and pulse width 

(100 ns) at the cost of low TER ratio. Hence, a clear tradeoff between TER ratio and endurance 

limit could be observed in fabricated bilayer FTJ devices, enforcing the need of suitable 

programming parameters for optimal device performance. 

To improve storage density of ferroelectric tunnel junction memory, the FTJ devices 

were also investigated for multi-level-cell (MLC) functionality. The observed phenomena of 

increase in remanent polarization in ferroelectric layer and consequent increase in FTJ 

tunneling current with VWRITE amplitude, was used to demonstrate MLC behavior in fabricated 

FTJ cells. Five different on-current levels were achieved through write voltage amplitude 

modulation from 1.5 V to 3.75 V, shown in Figure 6-14a. Figure 6-14b shows cumulative 

distribution of on current density values measured for different VWRITE amplitudes. The MLC 

b) a) 
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(c) 

 

  
 

 
Figure 6-14: Multi-level-cell functionality of fabricated FTJ devices: a) on current density with 

number of cycles for various write pulse amplitudes showing 5 distinct current levels b) 

corresponding cumulative distribution plots for on currents c) extracted mean and cycle-to-cycle 

variation in on current for those 5 distinct levels. 

 
behavior in FTJ devices can be elucidated using a simplified model [41] in which total current 

density is made up of two different current components: contribution from up polarization 

ferroelectric domains and contribution from down polarization ferroelectric domains, 

represented by equation 5: 

𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑅𝑅. 𝐽𝐽𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝 + (1 − 𝑅𝑅). 𝐽𝐽𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 (5) 
 

where S is fraction of ferroelectric domains switched with up polarization state. With increase 

in VWRITE, the S value increases as more fraction of ferroelectric domains can be switched with 

(b) (a) 
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up orientation and hence, increases total on current density. With intermediate write voltage 

amplitudes, multiple S values can be obtained, and consequently multiple on-current levels can 

be achieved. It can be observed from Figures 6-14a and 6-14b that the cycle-to-cycle variation 

in on current density is higher at lower VWRITE amplitudes causing an overlap between on- 

current levels for VWRITE of 1.5 V and 2 V. This is quantified in figure 6-14c, where we plotted 

mean and relative spread (σJ/J) in on-current density values with different write voltage 

amplitudes. The mean on-current µJ decreases from 0.095 to 0.015 A/cm2 (> 6X reduction) 

and relative cycle-to-cycle spread σJ/J value increases from 0.03 to 0.3 (10X increase) when 

VWRITE was decreased from 3.75 V to 1.5 V. The larger on-current variation at lower write 

voltage values could also be explained by understanding switching kinetics of ferroelectric 

domains. When VWRITE is closer to coercive voltage, the polarization state switching of 

domains in ferroelectric films is known to be a stochastic and non-deterministic process [42], 

in which some ferroelectric domains can switch with up orientation while other domains 

remain in down polarization state, hence introduces cycle-to-cycle stochasticity in FTJ metrics. 

This switching variation gets significantly reduced at higher pulse amplitudes when most of 

the ferroelectric domains have already switched into up polarization state. 

For a comprehensive statistical analysis of device performance, we measured a total of 

415 FTJ devices distributed across full 300 mm wafer and the wafer map for TER ratio is 

plotted in Figure 6-15a. Excluding the edge regions where the TER is lowered by higher 

leakage current, FTJ devices showed an impressive 4.5 -6 TER ratio on center and surrounding 

regions of the wafer. A full wafer distribution curve is shown in Figure 6-15b. The full wafer 

mean and standard deviation of measured TER ratios for 415 FTJ devices were found to be 

4.96 and 1.2, respectively. 
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Figure 6-15: Full 300 mm wafer scale statistics for total 415 tested FTJ devices: a) wafer map for 

FTJ TER ratio; b) corresponding normal distribution plot for TER ratio with mean and sigma values 

of 4.96 and 1.2, respectively. 

 
Table 6-1 tabulates statistics for FTJ performance metrics analyzed for center region and full 

wafer devices. The full wafer and center region analysis is carried over 415 and 125 FTJ 

devices, respectively. The TER ratio increases from full wafer mean value 4.96 to 5.38 for 

center region devices. We also demonstrate an impressive switching yield of >80% based on 

characterization of FTJ devices on center region of the wafer. The switching yield is defined 

Table 6-1: Performance metrics statistics of fabricated HZO based FTJ devices distributed across full 

wafer and center region ((-4, -4) to (4, 4) die coordinates) 
 

FTJ Performance 
Metric 

 
Center Region 

 
Full Wafer 

TER Ratio 5.38 4.96 

Switching Yield 80.8% 76.2% 

Cycle-to-Cycle σTER 0.253 0.312 

Cell-to-Cell σTER 0.83 1.2 

(b) 
(a) 
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(a) (b) 

by FTJ cells exhibiting a TER ratio > 2. In addition, the variability in FTJ switching was also 

investigated across full wafer. We report low cycle-to-cycle (0.25) and cell-to-cell variability 

(0.83) in FTJ TER ratio for center region devices. Expectedly, the TER variability increased 

in full wafer statistics when relatively higher leakage edge region devices were included in the 

statistics. 

We also investigated intra-die and inter-die variations in FTJ performance, plotted in 

Figure 6-16a. The raw data points for the box plots are shown by black and red dots. The intra- 

die variation is found to be much higher as compared to inter-die variation likely due to 

variation in HZO/ Al2O3 interface properties which significantly impacts the device TER ratio. 
 

 
Figure 6-16: a) Intra-die and inter-die variations in TER ratio. The raw data is represented by dots 

around the boxes; b) comparison of TER ratios for various FTJ stack configurations. 25 distinct FTJ 

cells were used for this comparative analysis. 
 

Various MIM stacks with varied thickness of HZO/ Al2O3 layers were studied for FTJ 

functionality. 25 distinct FTJ cells were measured for this analysis. 3 nm HZO based device 

had large leakage current diminishing TER ratio. A mean TER of ~2.25 was obtained for 5 nm 

HZO based FTJ devices. For bilayer FTJ stacks, 1 nm Al2O3 layer was not sufficient to create 

enough band offset for high tunneling current flow. The 2 nm Al2O3/ 5 nm HZO based FTJ 
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device showed superior switching performance with mean TER ratio ~5. 

 
6.2.4. Conclusion 

 
We successfully implemented CMOS compatible Zr doped HfO2 based nanoscale (100 nm 

x 100 nm) ferroelectric tunnel junction devices on 300 mm wafer platform. We demonstrated 

that separating ferroelectric layer HZO and tunneling layer Al2O3 could significantly improve 

FTJ performance over conventional TiN /HZO/ TiN based FTJ structure. The modified FTJ 

device stack (TiN/ Al2O3/ HZO/ TiN) demonstrated an excellent TER ratio of ~5 and 

endurance up to 106 switching cycles. Investigation of current transport mechanism showed 

that the current in these FTJ devices is dominated by direct tunneling (DT) at low electric field 

(E < 0.4 MV/cm) and by Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling at high electric field (E > 0.4 

MV/cm). The FTJ devices were optimized with respect to write voltage amplitude and pulse 

width and low cycle-to-cycle & cell-to-cell variability along with impressive switching yield 

(~80%) were accomplished across full 300 mm wafer. The realization of CMOS-compatible 

nanoscale FTJ devices on 300mm wafer platform demonstrates promising potential of high- 

volume large scale industrial implementation of FTJ devices for various non-volatile memory 

(NVM) applications. 
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7. Summary and Future Directions 
 
 

7.1. Summary 
 

This research focuses on development of high performance and high yield HfO2 based 

resistive random access memory (RRAM) and ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ), two of the 

most promising emerging non-volatile (NVM) memory devices. The development was carried 

out using CMOS compatible process flow on 300 mm wafer platform to demonstrate feasibility 

of these memory devices in large scale industrial implementation. Several fabrication, device 

programming and algorithmic level optimization approaches were adopted for improved 

performance and reliability of fabricated RRAM and FTJ devices. Key research findings and 

accomplishments associated with this work are summarized below: 

Chapter 2 outlines a successful implementation of nanoscale (100 nm x 100 nm) HfO2 

based RRAM devices integrated with 65 nm CMOS technology on 300 mm wafer platform. 

The TiN/HfO2/Ti/TiN based RRAM stack was integrated between metal 1 (M1) and metal 2 

(M2) metallization layers in back end of the line (BEOL) process flow. A Python/LabView 

based comprehensive test program package was developed for full wafer scale electrical 

characterization of fabricated RRAM devices. The forming voltage of devices were found to 

be strongly dependent on pristine device leakage current density, a property which was utilized 

later in optimizing RRAM switching behavior. 

The impact of various ALD parameters i.e., precursor chemistry, reactant pulse time 

used for HfO2 deposition on switching metrics and reliability of CMOS integrated RRAM cells 

were explored in Chapter 3. We observed that chlorine based precursor over organic carbon 

based precursor used during ALD HfO2 deposition, significantly improves memory window- 

variability trade off and switching yield of individual and 8x8 array 1T1R devices [1]. In 
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addition, increasing ALD co-reactant (H2O vapor) pulse time length for organic precursor 

based HfO2 RRAM devices, helped in improving switching properties of fabricated 1T1R cells 

[2]. In-depth understanding of ALD process parameters on HfO2 film properties enabled 

improvement in switching performance and reliability of fabricated memory cells across full 

300 mm wafer and provides an essential pathway to future high performance and reliable 

RRAM device design. 

In addition to manufacturing conditions, switching performance and reliability of 

CMOS integrated RRAM devices were also investigated with respect to various device 

programming parameters (Chapter 4). Optimal balance of key programming conditions i.e., 

programming current, SET/RESET pulse width and amplitude voltages yielded impressive 

memory characteristics with respect to memory window, cycle-to-cycle and cell-to-cell 

switching variability and switching yield across full 300 mm wafer [3]. The optimized devices 

exhibited excellent long term reliability properties i.e., endurance (>1010 cycles) and data 

retention at elevated temperature (up to 105 s at 373K). Demonstrated RRAM switching 

endurance of ~2.1x1010 cycles is highest ever reported in literature for HfO2 based RRAM 

devices. These optimized RRAM cells with superior memory characteristics have the potential 

to be considered as possible replacements of NAND flash memory by meeting high volume 

manufacturing requirements of the semiconductor industry. 

In Chapter 5, multi-level-cell (MLC) and analog synaptic capability of RRAM devices 

are investigated and optimized. A current-voltage combined programming algorithm allowed 

for RRAM devices exhibiting 10 distinct levels within a large programming window (>350) 

enabling 3 bits/cell storage capability. In addition to MLC capability, an incremental pulse 

train algorithm enabled excellent synaptic characteristics of fabricated RRAM devices with 
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linear and symmetric conductance modulation. The incremental pulse write technique was later 

combined with read verification algorithm which allowed for accurate programming of 1T1R 

cells to pre-defined target resistance states within a large resistance window yielding superior 

analog synaptic functionality of RRAM devices. Quantitative comparative analysis with other 

relevant studies demonstrate that our HfO2 RRAM devices show superior optimal balance 

among key MLC and analog switching metrics. Demonstrated exemplary MLC and analog 

synaptic response of optimally programmed RRAM cells make them promising candidates for 

high density data storage and neural-networks based pattern recognition applications. 

In addition to RRAM, a successful implementation of CMOS compatible Zr doped 

HfO2 based nanoscale (100 nm x 100 nm) ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ) devices on 300 

mm wafer platform was demonstrated in Chapter 6. We observed that adding a thin (~ 2nm) 

Al2O3 tunneling layer in between bottom electrode TiN and ferroelectric layer HZO, could 

significantly improve FTJ switching performance over conventional TiN /HZO/ TiN based 

FTJ structure. Employed bilayer FTJ stack (TiN/ Al2O3/ HZO/ TiN) exhibited an excellent 

TER ratio of ~5 and endurance of ~106 switching cycles. FTJ conduction mechanism analysis 

showed that direct tunneling (DT) and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling (FNT) are dominant current 

transport mechanisms at low (E < 0.4 MV/cm) and high electric field (E > 0.4 MV/cm) 

respectively. Write voltage and pulse width dependent trade-off characteristics between TER 

ratio and maximum endurance cycles (Nc) was established which enabled optimal balance of 

FTJ switching metrics. Write voltage amplitude modulation based MLC operation yielded 4 

distinct current levels resulting in improved storage density of FTJ devices. An impressive 300 

mm wafer-scale switching yield of >80% along with cycle-to-cycle variability of ~0.25 and 

cell-to-cell variability of ~0.8 were achieved for fabricated FTJ devices demonstrating 
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robustness of fabrication and programming approach used for FTJ performance optimization. 

The development of high performance and high yield CMOS-compatible nanoscale FTJ 

devices on 300mm wafer platform demonstrates promising potential of commercially viable 

industrial adoption of FTJ devices for various non-volatile memory (NVM) based data storage 

and other embedded memory applications. 

 
7.2. Future Directions 

 
Currently the large variation in high resistance states limit the maximum number of 

achievable states during MLC operation of RRAM devices. To date, 3 bits/ memory cell 

operation has been demonstrated for RRAM cells. Hence, there is still much room to increase 

the number of resistance states in RRAM to compete with storage density capability of NAND 

flash memory which allows for 4 bits/cell operation [4]. Developing efficient multi-bit capacity 

RRAM cells would require large memory window with low variability in different resistance 

levels. In this work, various fabrication, device programming and algorithmic approaches were 

developed for improving memory window and switching variability of individual and 8x8 

1T1R array devices. However, the optimization approaches need to be reevaluated and 

extended for large scale high density 1T1R memory array designs. 

As demonstrated in this work, RRAM is very promising as analog NVM synapse 

device for brain-inspired neuromorphic computing. However, future work should continue 

improving linearity and symmetry of conductance modulation and optimizing the crucial trade- 

off between degree of analog modulation and conductance window. Hence, further research 

and development are needed in suppressing variations, material/device optimization, control 

circuit/ architecture/ algorithm designs before RRAM based hardware implementation of 

neural networks can match software level NN training accuracy and eventual adoption of this 
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technology in artificial neural network (ANN) based image and speech recognition 

applications. 

One of the most critical challenges in high performance RRAM development is lack of 

in-depth understanding of switching mechanism. Various studies have reported different 

mechanisms giving rise to ongoing debate among NVM researchers across the globe regarding 

acceptable theories explaining various aspects of RRAM switching. Hence, a comprehensive 

theoretical model is needed in future for acquiring a better understanding of different aspects 

of RRAM switching mechanism and consequently, provide critical insight into addressing 

RRAM variability, material/device optimization and reliability issues. 

As far as FTJ is concerned, the major challenge is improving its lifetime endurance 

which is limited by stress induced leakage current (SILC), a leakage current mechanism which 

has shown to severely impact endurance of NAND flash memory as well [5]. In this work, 

>106 write cycles were demonstrated for optimized FTJ cells which is four orders of magnitude 

less than RRAM devices (>1010 switching endurance cycles). Hence, further improvement is 

required in ferroelectric layer and FE layer/ electrode interface quality along with device stack 

optimization, to enhance lifetime endurance cycles of FTJ memory. In addition, FTJ is still 

relatively a newer technology as compared to other widely explored and researched NVM 

devices such as MRAM, PCM and RRAM. Hence, future work on FTJ technology needs 

further research and development in material, device, circuit, architecture level 

implementations before considering this technology as commercially viable. 
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Appendix 
 
 

Parameters for band diagrams of HZO/Al2O3 based Ferroelectric Tunnel Junctions 
 

Quantity Value 

Thickness of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 5 nm 

Thickness of Al2O3 2 nm 

Remanent Polarization in HZO 15 µC/cm2 

Bandgap of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 5.75 eV 

Bandgap of Al2O3 8.7 eV 

Electron Affinity of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 2.7 eV 

Electron Affinity of Al2O3 1.35 eV 

Work Function of TiN 4.45 eV 

Write Voltage for Up Polarization +3.5 V 

Write Voltage for Down Polarization -3.5 V 

Read Voltage 0.75 V 
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